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Students observe
Breast Cancer
Awareness Month
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Staying two
steps ahead
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Vegetarian
options entice
new views
Columnist Matt Buyer
argues for vegetarian
culinary options in

By Megan Woodward
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Obama's Nobel
Prize win stirs
controversy
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Facebooks his
way to jail
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Stop.
Wait 68 seconds.
Someone just died of breast
cancer.
October is Breast Cancer
Awareness Month, and every
68 seconds the disease claims
another life, according to Susan
G. Komen, the founder of a movement of breast cancer awareness
called Susan G. Komen for the
Cure.
According to Komen, early
detection is key to surviving
breast cancer. When breast cancer is diagnosed as its earliest
stages, the five-year survival
rate is over 95 percent.
"Women should begin monthly breast self-exams by age 20
and have clinical breast exams
at least every three years," she
stated in an e-mail.
According to Komen. breast
cancer, one of the most frequent-

know the signs."
Brittany McEntire | Senior

ly diagnosed cancers today, has
no boundaries, and even men
can get the disease.
"An estimated 1.910 men will
be diagnosed with breast cancer," she stated. "Up to 440 men
will die of it in 2009."
Faith Yingling, director of the
Wellness Connection, said she
wants students to be aware of
preventive measures such as
screenings.
"I think IBreast Cancerl is an
important issue," she said. "The
college age population is also an
See CANCER! Page 3
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Pushing the
GOP envelope
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makes waves after
being the only
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care bill | Page 9

PHOIO ILLUSTRATION BY COURTNEY STELLAR

Fall break
sports report
Take a look at the
sports you might have
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Local company TwinBlade Games working to promote strategic
card game "Sen So," allowing players to be ninjas. pirates and more

missed over
fall break, including

By Jason Henry
Reporter

Falcon volleyball,
who lost three

1\vo ninjas are locked in
combat, each trying to predict his opponent's next
move. The battle is about
brain, not brawn. A risky
move could mean death,
but it could also mean victory.
This is "Sen So," a strategic card game created by
TwinBlade Games, a company located in Bowling
Green. TwinBlade was
founded in 2006 by Ray
Szparagowski and his twin
brother Scott.
According to the "Sen
So" Web site, players have
to set two cards before the
card for their current play
is revealed.
Szparagowski said this
forces the player to plan

his or her actions two turns
ahead.
"You don't use any card
draws, all the cards you
have in the game are yours
to play, and you don't use
dice," he said. "It doesn't
rely on luck, it purely relies
on strategy. Your decisions
choose whether you win or
lose."
Szparagowski said a typical game only takes around
20 minutes, and be played
by two or more players.
Jonathan Gravitt, president of the Bowling Green
Gaming Society, said
TwinBlade Games often
brings "Sen So" to the society's meetings to be played.
'"Sen So' is sort of like a
tactical guessing game," he
said. "You have to play
your turns two turns
in advance. Basically

CAMPUS

you are trying to guess not
only where you will be, but
where your opponent will
be within those next two
turns."
Gravitt said he would
suggest "Sen So" to anyone
who enjoys tactical games.
"The difficulty curve is
not that high, you can jump
right in by putting down
moves and guessing, and
you can do almost as well
as someone who knows
what they are doing," he
said.
"Sen So" has many variations, from Aliens to Pirates
to Vikings. Szparagowski
said players can mix and
match any of the variants,
so while the original game
was "Ninja vs. Ninja," it has
See GAME | Page 3

Convenient cookies
catch customers
By Lin Chafetx
Reporter

Fresh-baked, hot-out-of-theoven cookies delivered to city
residents' front doors have been
a novelty in Bowling Green for
just over three years now.
The Cookie lar, a business on
East Court Street specializing
in delivering cookies with milk,
just celebrated its third anniversary at the Black Swamp Arts
Festival in September. Cristy
lohnson and Maureen Lanigan
founded the business in 2006
with the help of a few friends.
"We had one friend who always
just insisted we wouldn't pay
him," lohnson said. "That really
helped get us started."
The business started when
lohnson's parents told her they
would give her money to either
finish school, or as seed money
for a company.
"1 didn't know when else I'd
have that money," she said. "So I
took the opportunity."
lohnson played the role of
being the business end of the
Cookie lar while her partner
played a bigger role in the kitchen.
"IMaureenl keeps on coming
up with all of the recipes for our
cookies," lohnson said. "If you
asked her right now, she's probably got nearly 500 recipes just
in her head,"
The cookies are cooked in a
conventional oven, which circulates the air to help cook them

faster, lohnson said. There are
somewhere between five and 10
thousand cookies baked each
week.
Originally there were only
three types of cookies: chocolate
chip, oatmeal raisin cinnamon
chip and the flourless peanut
butter, along with the cookie of
the day. Now the flavors customers can order every day include
those, double chocolate chip
and the snickerdoodle.
The cookie of the day can vary
from chocolate creme de menthe, with Andes mints inside
of the cookie, to the chocolatecovered pretzel, which was the
cookie of the day when freshmen Sami Ralston and Becky
Willoughby ordered cookies.
"I heard of [The Cookie Jar]
through a girl in Chi Omega,"
Ralston said. "We're ordering
again tomorrow."
Neither Willoughby nor
Ralston had ordered cookies
before last week.
"We ordered the snickerdoodle,
double chocolate chip, chocolate chip and the cookie of the
day," Willoughby said.
"It was just so great to have
the cookies delivered, you didn't
even have to walk." Ralston said.
And they were so warm and
fresh."
The cookie-delivering business goes over well with college
See COOKIES | Page 3

FRIENDS AND FOOD

BRIEF

If you could bring any
video game character
to life, who would it be?

iV* »
CASSIE MCDONALD
Freshman. Pre-Pharmacy
"Kirby, because
he can jump really

high.'| Pag* 4

Gavin DeGraw,
Michelle Branch to
perform for Centennial
concert
Gavin DeGraw will be the headlining
musical act with Michelle Branch as
a special guest for the University's
Centennial Concert
The concert will be held Jan. 10,2010
at Anderson Arena. According to an
e-mail sent from the Office of Student
Affairs, the doors open at 7 p.m. and the
show will begin at 8 p.m.

Tickets for University students are
$20 and will be available at a student
sale tomorrow beginning at 6 p.m. in
the Union's Muliti-Purpose Room
Students can purchase two tickets with a
University ID
General public tickets will be available on Friday for $30. Tickets can be
purchased either in person or online
through the Office of Campus Activities
on the fourth floor of the Union.
For more information contact the
Office of Campus Activities at 419-3722343.

NEWS

REUNION: A group of sophomore students catch up in a nearly empty Union near the end of fall break. The girls. Jazmine Davenport.
Leah Logan, and Tomeka Kolleh. all returned to Bowling Green Monday. The three said campus had been pretty guiet.
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resday. October 14.2009
of alcohol, and Bradley Richardson.
20. of Toledo, was arrested for
prohibited acts, the use of the ID
of another and underage under the
possession of alcohol within the
1500th block of E. Wooster St.

BLOTTER
THURSDAY.
OCT. 8
12 42 P.M.
I lares. 46. of Bowling
Green, was arrested (or theft withir
the 400th block of S. Mam St.

FRIDAY, OCT. 9
12:08 A.M.
Michael Berger. 19; Trenton Sheets.
19. and Robert Shewmaker. 26,
all of Bowling Green, were cited
for disorderly conduct loud music
within the 900th block of Klotz
Road

114 A.M.
'oolcmbiewski. of Waterville.
Ohio; Darren Abbott, of Maumee.
Enl< Sheline. of Maumee; and
■ Cu-te:. of Maumee. were
Foi undemge under the influif tlcohol in McDonald East

12:23 AM.
Laurel Tolin. of Toledo, cited for
disorderly conduct on South
College Street

1:19 PM
I eported unknown
'ole her credit card
■ d it at Meijer. among other

12:50 A.M.
Robert Sheeks. 39. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for criminal
mischief, criminal trespass and theft
within the 100th block of Clay St.

■

133P.M
nanl reported unknown
shot the back passenrtdow of his car with a
: i within the 500th block of
. Drive.

4:21 A.M.
Complainant reported loud music
and noise within the 900th block of
Klotz Road.

11:04 PM.
Complainant reported loud
noise within the 300th block of
Napoleon Road.

12:39 P.M.
Complainant reported his bike, valued at $550. was stolen within the
500th block of Poe Road.

11:20 PM.
Louis Ochoa, 22. of Bcadner.
Ohio, was cited for prohibited acts
the use of the ID of another at
Up town/Downtown.

SATURDAY
OCT. 10
12:06 A.M.
Cecil Cleaves. 56. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for resisting
arrest, telephone harassment and
disorderly conduct with persistence within the 1500th block of E.
Wooster St

1:24 A.M.

357 P.M.
- "'iller. 34. of Bowling Green.
rn sted for theft at Meijer.

1:37 A.M.
Tyson Barker. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for prohibited
acts the use of the I D of another
at Uptown/Downtown.

2:07 A.M.
Robert Burns III. 19. of Toledo.
was arrested for underage under
the influence of alcohol within the
400th block of E. Wooster St.

8 31 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
t(s) stole his camera, valued
it $700. within the 100th block of
iinSt

9:17 A.M.
Complainant reported sometime during the night unknown
subject(s) pried open the side of
the Coca Cola machine within
the 900th block of E Wooster
St.. causing $550 in damages and
subject(s) took $70-$80 worth of
pop and cash.

11:08 P.M.
Noel Papenfuse II. 20. of Toledo,
was arrested for underage posn of alcohol, possession of
marijuana, possession of drug
paraphernalia; Ashley Fulton. 18.
and Chnsti Naftzger. 18. both of
Temperance. Mich. were arrested
for underage under the influence

10:26 A.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) opened his mail and
stole a check, valued at $240. within the 100th block of N. Main St.

12:40 A.M.
Joseph Pihlbald. 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly
conduct interfering with others at
City Tap

104 A.M.
Genni Moreland. 35. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for an active
warrant within the 1000th block of
Fairview Ave.

2:35 A.M.
Employee at 149 North reported
known subject walked out on her
$71 bar tab.

2:37 A.M.
Devon Garrett. 20. of Whitehouse.
Ohio, was cited for possession of
marijuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia within the 300th
block of S Prospect St.

3:02 A.M.
Tyler Brookers. 21. of Hamler. Ohio,
was cited for open container of
alcohol and Nicholas Houser. 21,
of Hamler. Ohio, was arrested for
vandalism within the 1400th block
of Scott Hamilton Ave.

MONDAY OCT., 12

Quinta Caldwell. 22, of Toledo, was
cited for prohibited acts lending ID
to another and Micquael Gold, 20.
of Toledo, was cited for prohibited
acts the use of the ID. of another at
Uptown/ Downtown.

9:38 A.M.
Complainant reported several
mailboxes were damaged overnight
within the 200th block of Williams
St.

3.43 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) were skateboarding in the
Rite Aid parking lot.

1:43 A.M.
Wade Tolle Jr.. 24. of Newport,
Mich., was warned for disorderly
conduct at the Cla-zel.

9:51 AM.
Complainant reported during the
night hours on Friday unknown
subject(s) overturned all of the
picnic tables in City Park and on
Sunday night unknown subject(s)
returned and spray painted graffiti
on four picnic tables in City Park

956 P.M.
Residences within the 700th block
of 3rd St. were warned for nuisance
party violations

1:55 A.M.
Brock Donnelly, 21. of Toledo, was
cited foi open container of alcohol
within the 100th block of Manville
St.

3:46 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject had called and threatened
her.

10:13 P.M.
Complainant reported she has been
receiving threatening text messages
from an acquaintance

2:21 AM.
Mark Isenbeig. 25. of Bowling
Green, and Denny Parsson. 22. of
Medina. Ohio, were arrested for
disorderly conduct at Howard's
ClubH

SUNDAY, OCT. 11
1:30 A.M.
Donald Symon. 25. of Dundee.
Mich., was arrested for disorderly
conduct while intoxicated unable
to care for himself within the 100th
block of S. Prospect St.

333 P.M.
*oep Dhillon. 34. of
pton, Ontario, was arrested
eft at Meijer.

4 56 PM.
. icdrs, 40. of Grand Rapids.
Ohio, was arrested for theft and
il trespass within the 100th
■ ;>f W. Gypsy Lane.

10:41 P.M.
Richard Rose. 50. of Bowling
Green, was cited for theft at
Meijer.

6:14 P.M.
Complainant reported sometime
in the last month unknown subjects
scratched his vehicle causing $500
in damage.

2:36 A.M.
Carlos Candelario. 21, of Toledo,
and Kyle Kruse, 22. of Genoa. Ohio.
were warned for open containers of
alcohol within the 100th block of N
Prospect St.

12:17 A.M.
Brian Brooks. 19. of Maumee. and
Randy Chandler. 19. of Ottawa
Lake. Mich., were warned for disorderly conduct.

8:57 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) stole his credit card number and charged $2,114.31.

6:13 P.M.
Dale Riley. 30, of McComb. Ohio.

12:23 A.M.
Adam Frank, 24. of Bowling Green.
was warned for disorderly conduct
within ihe 2O0th block of Lerov Ave.

T ,ar,?l'^,f°' ceft ™,h'n *he
block of N. Main St
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CORRECTION
POLICY

•When Bowling Green
State Normal College
started classes in 1914.
the tuition for students
was free.

In Friday's story titled "Weigand
enters 41st year of service. Jim
Wiegand's last name was spelled
incorrectly as "Weigand.'

In the Oct. 8 edition of The
BG News, it was reported that
the climbing wall in the Student
Recreation Center is open on
Fridays. The climbing wall is not
open on Fridays

HWiiitMWWiftWtfif
looking for a campus organization that

STANDS OUT?

EDUCATIONABROAD
EDUCATIONABROAD Fair
http://educationabroad.bgsu.edu

Thursday, October 15,2009
11:00 am-2:00pm
Room 228 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Explore BGSU's study abroad opportunities to broaden
your perspective on the amazing road to self discovery.

The BG News
is now looking for reporters, copy editors, photographers, videographers. columnists and cartoonists.
BUILD YOUR RESUME
GET REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE
Contact us at
thenews@bgnews.com, call us at 419-372-6966 or just swing
by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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FREE T-SHIRT*
when you bring in this ad and collect two stamps:
J 1. Any table of your choice
I

| 2. Any table of your choice

L

" While supplies last. The first 100 students
presenting this card will receive a free
T-shirt. Sizes and colors available on a first
come, first served basis.
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Personal care is a big expense
for college students •
54 billion is spent on personal
care products alone.
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Bowling Green State University
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FLORALiCIFT. GARDEN C e NT E R
• 906 NAPOLEON RD. • 419.3S3.I381*

Order Floral Gifts Online 24/7

GLASS CITY
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CREDIT UNION
glauxtyfcu com
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STATI■ BRIER
Justice O'Connor
hearing cases in

Florida judge to
order runaway
convert back to Ohio

Ohio
CINCINNATI (AP) - Fcxrnef

ORLANDO Fla -AFlorida
ludge said yesteiday he planned to
i i teenager back to Ohio after
she ran away from her home to
Florida because she feared physical
haim for converting from Islam to

US Supreme Court. Justice Sandia
Day O'Connor is servingas a
»Mtiivj |uikn' tlir, wee); on the 11 S
6th Circuit Court ol Appeals rn
Cincinnati

Christianity.

.".lr-old O'Connor is hearing arguments in nine cases during
hei tvn
OConi>
that she wcw
wrth tough quf 1

Circuit Judge Daniel Dawson
-in an order when he
gets documents on Rifga Baiys
immigration status as well as papers
'
Us education
at an online Florida high school
won't!.

ivvs

The panel of nid.

No date was set for her return
She liMy would be !!■ ■
Ohio accompanied by a Florida
mem of Children and
ISC worker, officials said

of a man accused of lying on government documents, a dr-i. •
asset
and a lawsuit
over employee benefits
Circuit
whH'' handle appeals fiom Ohio.
>n 'ennessee and Ke;"
O'Connor will head * ■
to serve as a visiting judge with the
MIGKUI which covers the nine
mostwsten.

.hneider(AP)
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P&G's new CEO
McDonald seeks
1 billion more
customers
CINCINNATI - The Procter 4
Gamble Cos new CEO wants to
fue up growth by adding a biHion
new customers for products such as
Pampers diapers and Gillette shavers around the globe over the next
five years.
PSG veteran Bob McDonald
spole with shareholders yesterday
in the first annual meeting since
he moved up fiom chief operatmg
officer on Jury 1 with sales down
as households cut spending in the
recession McDonald says P&G
reaches about 4 billion people now.
but is focused on getting more
people to buy more products in
emerging markets, led by China
and India

Ohio Supreme
Court dismisses
slots lawsuit

Ohio auditor
questions $3.7 million
in spending

Report: Obama's
stimulus led to
13,144 Ohio jobs

COLUMBUS (AP)- The Ohio
Supreme Court has dismissed the
remaining lawsuit against a plan to
put slot machines at horse racing
tracks

COLUMBUS. Otuo(AP)-A
government audit ol Ohios finances
guestions about $5 7 million m state
spending that was not properly
accounted for in 2008

COLUMBUS (AP) - A state report
says President Baiack Obamas $787
billion economic stimulus plan has
saved oi created 15.144 jobs in Ohio

The court on yesterday dismissed
'the suit brought bv the Ohio Policy
Roundtable. citing its previous decision that the plan be sub|ect to a
refeiendum on the 2010 ballot

Thats a tiny part of the states $50
billion budget and it's about half of
as much as the guestionable spending noted m the previous audit

The pielimmary data released
yesterday is part of a national effort
by states to calculate in real time the
effect of a government spending
program

State Auditor Mary Taylor, a
Republican, released her report
yesterday The guestioned spending
involves fedeial funds that lacked
proper documentation violated
fedeial law or were determined to be
unreasonable

Ohio is scheduled to get $8 S bil
don in stimulus money over the next
several years State budget director
Pan Sabety says Ohio has spent about
$16 Mlion so far Only $555 b million
of that fell within thrs week s reporting
deadline

Democratic Gov Ted Strickland
landed over the states financial
statement m June, after Taylor criticized the administration for a delay.
Strickland said the delay stemmed
from implementation of a new
accounting and payroll system

The state dxJn t immediately
descnbe the nature ol its stimulusfunded )obs In California, the stimulus
was credited with <aving or creating
62 000 |obs m public schools and state
universities

The earlier decision prompted
Gov Ted Strickland to scrap plans to
use revenue from the slot machines
to cover a state budget deficit
StncHand s budget plan now calls
for delaying a 4 2 percent reduction
in income taxes
The Ohio Roundtable. which had
argued it was unconstitutional to
expand the Ohio Lottery to include
slot machines, says it will lefile the
suit once the lefeiendum process is
resolved.

"The potential foi growth rs amuing." said McDonald, saying P&G is
offering more low-priced versrons
of its products to lure lower-income
consumers

Taylor s audit recommends
strengthening the system to better
monitor data

-DanSewell(AP)

Sabety says much of the eaHy
spending m Ohio has gone to unemployment benefits. Medicaid payments
and other social service programs

•

CANCER
From Page i
Important preventative time."
Every how someone in the
world finds nut the) have breast
cancer, Ylngling said.
To get the word out. the
Wi'lltu'SN Connection is encouraging students to weai pink on
Thursdays.
"Our st.iii is wearing pink on
Thursdays and we an' encouraging students to do the same,"
Yingling said, lust by wearing
pink or a ribbon |you| could
remind someone to get a mammograni."
Senior Hiittam McT.ntire.
activities chair lor hi east cancer
awareness month at theWiTlness
Connection, is helping raise
awareness about breasl cancer.
"I think everyone should know
the signs. This could help lead to
early detections and a positive
out look on a course o! treatment,"

McEntire said.
\u Entire was motivated to
help bring awareness to the
Univcrsitv from a recent personal experience.
Ibis lune. I bad a lump
removed by mj lett breasl and it
teall) scared me." she said. The
lump was benign, so I am scry
h.ipps about that. I just want to
support t hi' people that have tests
iesulls omie back and an' not as
fortunate as i. Maybe some day
down the road I won't be as lucky
as I ibe first time."
With activities in the Union
during
October,
McKntire
encourages everyone to get
involved.
"I think everyone should be
Involved with raising awareness
and supporting breast cancer
awareness month. Almost everyone can name someone they
have lost from some sort of can
cer," she said. "We all need to
come together to raise money
and awareness to find a cure."

GAME

COOKIES

From I

From Page 1
students, keeping a few regulars here and there, lohnson
said.
"We really have good business around when everyone's
favorite TV shows arc on." she
said. "When we started, it was
'American Idol.' and right now
it's 'Cirey's |Anatomy|.'~
While delivery is popular, visitors are also welcome. Inside
are tables which turn into date
night specials on Friday nights.
"livery Friday night you can
come in and order a special
$15 cookie cake and a table for
an hour." lohnson said. "We
typically get a lot of high school
students in here because it's a
safe environment."
More information about the
Cookie lar can be found on
their Web site, wvvw.cookiejarandmore.com.

si nee evolved 10 a I low ni ne ot her
types to be played together.
The company is also testing new variants and plans to
release more in the future, he
said.
The brothers came up with
the original version of "Sen
So" while attending Eastern
Michigan University in the
late '80s. early '90s. After
tweaking the original concept,
Szparagowkski said he felt they
had to try to do something with
it.
"We needed to try to publish
and see if we could sell it," he
said. "Otherwise, it was never
going to happen.
Szparagowski said IXvinBlade
Games often takes the game to
conventions, such as Gen Con
in Indianapolis.
He said there was a good

turnout at Gen Con last year, In to marketing."
where "Sen So" demonstrations
He said they are currently
had at least a 75 percent turn- debating finding a publisher to
sell the rights to in order to have
out at each of their scheduled
them market the game more.
events.
Last year's Gen Con was
so successful, he said, that
TwinBlade Games was listed as
a premier game company and So you want
given free advertisements this to play "Sen So"
year.
Szparagowski, who works for
a seal company in Find lay, said "Sen So" and its variants can be
TwinBlade Games only adds a purchased at twinbladegames.com.
supplemental or hobby income Currently there are ten different
for him. It has not been suc- varieties:
cessful enough vet to pav all
■ Ninia
his bills.
Szparagowski said the big- ■ Pirate
gest problem is that there is no ■ Gladiator
money spent on advertising.
■ Viking
"We haven't spent any money ■ Zombie
on marketing and advertising. ■ Space Hunter
We've only done it by going to ■ Alien
conventions, having playtested ■ Archer
demos, and word of mouth." he ■ Robot (free to print and try)
said. "At this point we are not ■ Archaeologist
willing to put a bunch of money

BGSU CENTENNIAL CONCERT
This is the start of something good.
Featuring Gavin DeGraw
with special guest Michelle Branch
Sunday, January 10, 2010

Student Ticket Sales
Thursday, Oct. 15
6-10 p.m.
Multipurpose Room
228 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Student tickets-$20
2 tickets per student I.D.
For more information, contact the
Office of Campus Activities, 419-372-2343
The concert is a joint project of the BGSU Centennial
Student Events Subcommittee and UAO
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BLOTTER
THURSDAY,
OCT. 8
12:42 P.M.
lowph Flores. 46. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for theft withir
the 400th block of S Main St.

1:14 A.M.
Jenna Golembiewski, of Waterville,
Ohio; Darren Abbott, of Maumee.
Erik Sheline, of Maumee; and
Raquel Cortez. of Maumee, were
cited for underage under the influence of alcohol in McDonald East
Hall.

1:19 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subjects)) stole her credit card
and used it at Meijer. among other
stores.

133 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) shot the back passenger side window of his car with a
BB gun within the 300th block of
Parkview Drive.

3=33 P.M.
Amandeep Dhillon, 54, of
Biampton. Ontario, was arrested
for theft at Meijer.

3:57 P.M.
Carrie Miller, 34, of Bowling Green,
was arrested for theft at Meijer.

4:56 P.M.
Amy Vicars. 40. of Grand Rapids,
Ohio, was arrested for theft and
criminal trespass within the 100th
block of W. Gypsy Lane.

of alcohol, and Bradley Richardson.
20. of Toledo, was arrested for
prohibited acts, the use of the ID
of another and underage under the
possession of alcohol within the
1500th block of E. Wooster St.

FRIDAY, OCT. 9
12:08 A.M.
Michael Berger. 19; Trenton Sheets,
19, and Robert Shewmaker. 26.
all of Bowling Green, were cited
for disorderly conduct loud music
within the 900th block of Klotz
Road.

12:23 A.M.
Laurel Tolin. of Toledo, cited for
disorderly conduct on South
College Street

12:50 A.M.
Robert Sheeks. 39. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for criminal
mischief, criminal trespass and theft
within the 100th block of Clay St.

10:41 P.M.
Richard Rose, 50. of Bowling
Green, was cited for theft at
Meijer.

4-.21 A.M.
Complainant reported loud music
and noise within the 900th block of
Klotz Road.

11:04 P.M.
Complainant reported loud
noise within the 300th block of
Napoleon Road.

12:39 P.M.
Complainant reported his bike, valued at $350, was stolen within the
500th block of Poe Road.

11:20 P.M.
Louis Ochoa, 22. of Bradner.
Ohio, was cited for prohibited acts
the use of the I.D of another at
Uptown/Downtown.

SATURDAY
OCT. 10
12:06 A.M.
Cecil Cleaves. 56. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for resisting
arrest, telephone harassment and
disorderly conduct with persistence within the 1500th block of E.
Wooster St.

5:43 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) were skateboarding in the
Rite Aid parking lot.

9:56 P.M.
Residences within the 700th block
of 3rd St. were warned for nuisance
party violations.

10:13 P.M.
Complainant reported she has been
receiving threatening text messages
from an acquaintance.

SUNDAY OCT. 11
1:30 A.M.
Donald Symon. 25. of Dundee.
Mich., was arrested for disorderly
conduct while intoxicated unable
to care for himself within the 100th
block of S. Prospect St.

1:37 A.M.
Tyson Barker. 20, of Bowling
Green, was cited for prohibited
acts the use of the ID. of another
at Uptown/Downtown.

2:07 A.M.
Robert Burns III. 19. of Toledo.
was arrested for underage under
the influence of alcohol within the
400th block of E. Wooster St.

8:31 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) stole his camera, valued
at $700. within the 100th block of
N. Main St.

9:17 A.M.
Complainant reported sometime during the night unknown
subject(s) pried open the side of
the Coca Cola machine within
the 900th block of E. Wooster
St., causing $550 in damages and
subject(s) took $70-$80 worth of
pop and cash.

11:08 P.M.
Noel Papenfuse II. 20. of Toledo.
was arrested for underage possession of alcohol, possession of
marijuana, possession of drug
paraphernalia; Ashley Fulton. 18.
and Christi Naftzger. 18. both of
Temperance. Mick, were arrested
for underage under the influence

10:26 A.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) opened his mail and
stole a check, valued at $240. within the 100th block of N. Main St.

12:40 A.M.
Joseph Pihlbald. 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly
conduct interfering with others at
City Tap.

1:04 A.M.
Genni Moreland, 35. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for an active
warrant within the 1000th block of
Fairview Ave.

2:35 A.M.
Employee at 149 North reported
known subject walked out on her
$71 bar tab.

2:37 A.M.
Devon Garrett. 20. of Whitehouse.
Ohio, was cited for possession of
marijuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia within the 300th
block of S. Prospect St

3:02 A.M.
Tyler Brookers, 21, of Hamfer, Ohio,
was cited for open container of
alcohol and Nicholas Houser, 21,
of Hamler. Ohio, was arrested for
vandalism within the 1400th block
of Scott Hamilton Ave.

12:17 A.M.
Brian Brooks. 19. of Maumee, and
Randy Chandler, 19. of Ottawa
Lake. Mich., were warned for disorderly conduct.

12:23 AM.
Adam Frank, 24. of Bowling Green,
was warned for disorderly conduct
within the 200th block of Leroy Ave.

1:24 A.M.
Quinta Caldwell. 22. of Toledo, was
cited for prohibited acts lending ID.
to another and Micquael Gold. 20.
of Toledo, was cited for prohibited
acts the use of the ID of another at
Uptown/ Downtown.

MONDAY OCT.. 12
9:38 AM.
Complainant reported several
mailboxes were damaged overnight
within the 200th block of Williams

St.
1:45 A.M.
Wade Tolle Jr.. 24, of Newport.
Mich., was warned for disorderly
conduct at the Cla-zel.

9:51 AM.
Complainant reported during the
night hours on Friday unknown
subjects) overturned all of the
picnic tables in City Park and on
Sunday night unknown subject(s)
returned and spray painted graffiti
on four picnic tables in City Park.

1:55 A.M.
Brock Donnelly. 21. of Toledo, was
cited for open container of alcohol
within the 100th block of Manville
St.

3:46 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject had called and threatened
her.

2:21 AM.
Mark Isenberg. 23. of Bowling
Green, and Denny Parsson. 22, of
Medina. Ohio, were arrested for
disorderly conduct at Howard's
Club H.

2:36 A.M.
Carlos Candelario. 21. of Toledo,
and Kyle Kruse. 22. of Genoa. Ohio,
were warned for open containers of
alcohol within the 100th block of N.
Prospect St.

6:14 P.M.
Complainant reported sometime
in the last month unknown subjects
scratched his vehicle causing $500
in damage.

8:57 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) stole his credit card number and charged $2.114.51.

6:13 P.M.
Dale Riley. 50. of McComb. Ohio.
T,aS ,*T^!°f ceh Wi,hin ^
block of N. Man St
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CORRECTION
POLICY
In Fridays story titled "Weigand
enters 41st year of service." Jim
Wiegand's last name was spelled
incorrectly as "Weigand."

In the Oct. 8 edition of The
BG News, it was reported that
the climbing wall in the Student
Recreation Center is open on
Fridays, The climbing wall is not
open on Fridays.

•When Bowling Green
State Normal College
started classes in 1914,
the tuition for students
was free.
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looking for a campus organization that

STANDS OUT?
The BG News

EDUCATIONABROAD

is now looking for reporters, copy editors, photographers, videographers, columnists and cartoonists.

BUILD YOUR RESUME
GET REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE
Contact us at
thenews@bgnews.com, call us at 419-372-6966 or just swing
by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

RESALE
CIOTHING
' YOU

SHOP

BGSU

TRIVIA

The NCAA classifies BGSU as a

A. Division 1A school
B.Divison 1AA school
C. Division II school
D. Division III School

At the Woodland
Nail across from the
movie theatres.
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■•-7To«(loihlnj com
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W ^YOUR
CLASSROOM**

FRUGAL
FALCON$

FREE T-SHIRT*

U
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when you bring in this ad and collect two stamps:
J 1. Any table of your choice
|

I 2. Any table of your choice

/m
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* While supplies last. The first 100 students
presenting this card will receive a free

Personal care is a big expense
for collage students •
S4 billion ts spent on personal
care products alone.

Brought to you by

T-shirt. Sizes and colors available on a first
come, first served basis.

SJ^^MONEY
BGSU.

BGSU.

Bowling Green State University

Sun

Closed

_IDEN CINIEU
>»06 NAPOLEON RQ. •419.353.f38t-

Order Floral Gifts Online 24/7
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CREDIT UNION
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STATE! BRIER
Justice O'Connor
hearing cases in
Ohio

Florida judge to
order runaway
convert back to Ohio

CINCINNATI (AP)-Former
US Supreme Court Justice Sandra

ORLANDO. Fla-A Florida
ludge said yesterday he planned to
send a teenager back to Ohio after
she ran away from her home to
Florida because she feared physical
harm for converting from Islam to
Christianity.

Day 0 Cormor is serving as a
visiting |udge this week on the U S
6th Grcut Court o( Appeals in
Cincinnati.
The 79-year old O'Connor is hearing arguments «i nme cases dunng
her two-day stay
O'Connor made it clear yesterday
that she would chalenge attorneys
with tough questions.
The panel of judges heard appears
m a personal injury lawsuit the case
of a man accused of lying on government documents, a dispute over
assets m a bankruptcy and a lawsuit
ovei employee benefits
After serving with the 6th Circuit,
which handes appeals (rom Ohio.
Michigan. Tennessee and Kentucky.
O'Connor wil head west ne»t week
to serve as a visiting )udge with the
9th Grcuit. wheh covers the rme
most western states

.

Circuit Judge Daniel Dawson
said he will sign an order when he
gets documents on Rifqa Bary's
immigration status as well as papers
showing the 17-year-old s education
at an online Florida high school
won't be interrupted
No date was set for her return
She likely would be flown to
Ohio accompanied by a Ftonda
Department of Children and
Families case worker, officials said
-Mike Schneider (AP)
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P&G'snewCEO
McDonald seeks
1 billion more
customers
CINCINNATI - The Procter &
Gamble Cos new CEO wants to
fire up growth by adding a billion
new customers for products such as
Pampers diapers and Gillette shavers around the globe over the next
five years.
P&G veteran Bob McDonald
spoke with shareholders yesterday
in the first annual meeting since
he moved up from chief operating
officer on July 1 with sales down
as households cut spending in the
recession McDonald says P&G
reaches about 4 bilion people now.
but is focused on getting more
people to buy more products m
emerging markets, led by China
and India

Ohio Supreme
Court dismisses
slots lawsuit

Ohio auditor
questions $5.7 million
in spending

Report: Obama's
stimulus led to
13,144 Ohio Jobs

COLUMBUS (AP)-The Ohro
Supreme Court has dismissed the
remaining lawsuit against a plan to
put slot machines at horse racing
tracks.

COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP)-A
government audit of Ohio i finances
questions about 15 7 million m state
spending that was not properly
accounted for in 2008

says President Barack Obama's J787
b*on economic stimulus plan has
saved or created 13.144 jobs in Ohio

The court on yesterday dismissed
the suit brought by the Ohio Poky
Roundtable. citing its previous decision that the plan be subject to a
referendum on the 2010 ballot.

That's a tiny part of the states ISO
billion budget, and it's about half of
as much as the questionable spending noted m the previous audit

The preliminary data released
yesterday 5 part ol a national effort
by states to calculate in real time the
effect of a government spending
program

State Auditor Mary Taylor, a
Republican, released her report
yesterday The questioned spending
involves federal funds that lacked
proper documentation, violated
federal law or were determined to be
unreasonable

Ohio is scheduled to get 185 MIon in stimulus money over the next
several years State budget director
Pan Sabety says Ohio has spent about
116 bJkon so far Only 1555 6 mfcn
of that fell within this week s repotting
deadkne

The earlier decision prompted
Gov Ted Strickland to scrap plans to
use revenue from the slot machines
to cover a state budget deficit
Strickland's budget plan now calk
for delaying a 4.2 percent reduction
in income taxes.
The Ohio Roundtable. which had
argued it was unconstitutional to
expand the Ohio lottery to include
slot machines, says it will refile the
suit once the referendum process is
resolved

" The potential for growth is amazing." said McDonald, saying P&G is
offering more low-priced versions
of its products to lure lower-income
consumers.

Democratic Gov Ted Strickland
handed over the states financial
statement in June, after Taylor criticized the administration for a delay
Strickland said the delay stemmed
• from implementation of a new
accounting and payroll system
Taylor's audit recommends
strengthening the system to better
monitor data

-DanSeweH(AP)

COLUMBUS (AP) - A state report

The state didn't immediately
desenbe the nature of its stimulusfunded robs In California, the stimulus
was credited with saving or creating
62.000 jobs m public schools and state
universities
Sabety says much of the early
spending in Ohio has gone to unemployment benefits. Medicaid payments
and other social service programs.

•
McKntiresaid.
Mcl-ntire was motivated to
help bring awareness to the
From Page 1
University from a recent personal experience.
important preventative time."
"This lime, I had a lump
Every hour ransom 'n ,nc
world finds out they have breast removed by my left breast and it
really scared me," she said. 'The
cancer, Yingling said.
To get the word out, the lump was benign, so I am very
Wellness Connection is encour- happy about that. I just want to
aging students to wear pink on support the people that have tests
results come back and are not as
Thursdays.
"Our staff is wearing pink on fortunate as I. Maybe some day
Thursdays and we are encour- down the road I won't be as lucky
aging students to do the same," as I the first time."
With activities in the Union
Yingling said, "lust by wearing
pink or a ribbon lyoul could during October, McEntire
remind someone to get a mam- encourages everyone to get
involved.
mogram."
"I think everyone should be
Senior Brittany Mclintire,
activities chair for breast cancer involved with raising awareness
awarenessTnonth at t he Wellness and supporting breast cancer
Connection, is helping raise awareness month. Almost everyone can name someone they
awareness about breast cancer.
"I think everyone should know have lost from some sort of canthe signs. This could help lead to cer," she said. "We all need to
early detections and a positive come together to raise money
out look on acourseof treatment," and awareness to.find a cure."

CANCER

GAME

COOKIES
From Page 1
students, keeping a few regulars here and there, lohnson
said.
"We really have good business around when everyone's
favorite TV shows are on," she
said. "When we started, it was
'American Idol,' and right now
it's 'Grey's |Anatomy|.'"
While delivery is popular, visitors are also welcome. Inside
are tables which turn into date
night specials on Friday nights.
"Every Friday night you can
come in and order a special
$15 cookie cake and a table for
an hour," lohnson said. "We
typically get a lot of high school
students in here because it's a
safe environment."
More information about the
Cookie lar can be found on
their Web site, www.cookiejarandmore.com.

in to marketing."
He said they are currently
debating finding a publisher to
sell the rights to in order to have
them market the game more.

turnout at Gen Con last year,
where "Sen So" demonstrations
had at least a 75 percent turnFrom Page 1
out at each of their scheduled
since evolved toallownineother events.
Last year's Gen Con was
types to be played together.
The company is also test- so successful, he said, that
ing new variants and plans to I u inlihidr Games was listed as
release more in the future, he a premier game company and
given free advertisements this
said.
The brothers came up with year.
Szparagowski, who works for
the original version of "Sen
So" while attending Eastern a seal company in Findlay, said
Michigan University in the TwinBlade Games only adds a
late '80s, early '90s. After supplemental or hobby income
tweaking the original concept, for him. It has not been sucSzparagowkski said he felt they cessful enough yet to pay all
had to try to do something with his bills.
Szparagowski said the bigit.
"We needed to try to publish gest problem is that there is no
and see if we could sell it," he money spent on advertising.
"We haven't spent any money
said. "Otherwise, it was never
on marketing and advertising.
going to happen.
Szparagowski saidTWinBlade We've only done it by going to
Games often takes the game to conventions, having playtested
conventions, such as Gen Con demos, and word of mouth," he
said. "At this point we are not
in Indianapolis.
He said there was a good willing to put a bunch of money

So you want
to play "Sen So"
"Sen So" and its vanants can be
purchased at twinbladegames.com.
Currently there are ten different
varieties:
■ Ninja
■ Pirate
■ Gladiator
■ Viking
■ Zombie
■ Space Hunter

■ Alien

■ Archer
■ Robot (free to print and try)
■ Archaeologist

BGSU CENTENNIAL CONCERT
This is the start of something good.
Featuring Gavin DeGraw
with special guest Michelle Branch
Sunday, January 10, 2010

Student Ticket Sales
Thursday, Oct. 15
6-10 p.m.
Multipurpose Room
228 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Student tickets-$20
2 tickets per student I.D.
For more information, contact the
Office of Campus Activities, 419-372-2343
The concert is a joint project of the BGSU Centennial
Student Events Subcommittee and UAO
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"It was just so great to have the cookies delivered, you didn't even
have to walk."
- Sami Ralston, freshman, on the Cookie Jar's delivery service [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET If you could bring any video game character to life, who would it be?
"Cloud Strife from

"Sam Fisher from

Final Fantasy VII'

■Splinter Cell"

k

"Mario, because

"Spyro the Dragon*

he's got a dinosaur

H&e your own take on

named Yoshi."

because he's bad ass"

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

today's People On The
Street7 Or ,i suggestion (or
Freshman.
Respiratory Therapy

More than just
gross, bland salads
available as options
for vegetarians

It is rather puzzling to me as
to how selectively some people
view the vegetarian diet. Most
think it means merely consuming various stark and leafy banquets of salads, which would of
course be Clod-awful to subsist
on solely.
In my opinion, salads are normally dreary and nutritionally
senseless i ulinan precursors to
the full-bodied meal. There is no
substance in these bleak bowls
of leaves and it is ridiculous for
anyone to assume that this sole
dish holds exclusive rights to the
vegetarian diet.
Quite the contrary is to be
said about the vegetarian eating
habits. Though sometimes confusing and difficult to acknowledge, there can be fully flavorful
and savory meals that even the
vegetarian can attest would be
suitable.
Onl he shelves of any reputable
bookstore, in the culinary section, are vast quantities of vegetarian cookbooks packed full
of creative and appetizing food
options that meet the requirements of the meatless diet.
These culinary encyclopedias
are full of ways to bring out the
i n herent flavors of vegetables I i ke
portabclla mushrooms or tomatoes. There are unconventional
methods of tastefully exemplifying the savors, tangs and aromas
of most meatless foods.
Anyone questioning their
meatless meal options in
Bowling Green should have a
spree to Squeaker's Vegetarian
Cafe and Store on Main Street.
This
vegan-friendly
and
organic food store offers its
customers spicy Indian food
and organic sweet chocolate.
They provide many meals in
their caff menu, most containing meat substitutes.
Being an avid carnivore
myself, it is interesting to see
that these counterfeit alternatives of meal aren't all that had.
Surprisingly enough, sometimes these entrees can be quite
delectable.
Once a person can get past the
initial surprise that the "meaty"
part in a vegetarian meatball
sub isn't actually the product of
an animal, and start acknowledging the food for its tasteful
and somewhat unconventional

"Even for the
vegetarian living on
campus, there are
many meatless menu
items offered by the
University Dining
Services. Though
they have the hardest
rolls since 'Macbeth,'
I'm quite positive
that the butternut
squash served at the
Sundial will satisfy
any appetite, strictly
vegetarian or not."
value, the food starts to look very
appetizing.
Even for the vegetarian living on campus, there are many
meatless menu items offered by
the University Dining Services.
Though they have the hardest rolls since "Macbeth," I'm
quite positive that the butternut
squash served at the Sundial will
satisfy any appetite, strictly vegetarian or not.
Some may argue that vegetarians have it all wrong when it
comes to eating decisions and
their diet is bland and as constrained as the meal options
offered to inmates. Granted,
most meals in America contain
a main dish of meat, but there is
a vastly growing desire to have
vegetarian alternatives.
Even fast food chains like
Burger King offer vegetarian
burger substitutes that are pretty
tasteful.
I am not advocating anyone
become a vegetarian. Noram I at
all insulting anyone who doesn't
react with a certain audacity
toward eating animals.
In good taste, 1 merely want
to encourage people to broaden
theirconventionaieating palette,
and experience the somewhat
mysterious meatless meals for
their fully enjoyable potential.

Respond lo Matt at
theiieuis@bgneuis.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

ZACHLENNARD.
Freshman.
Pre-Pharmacy

CHRSIMAHOEKSTRA.
Sophomore.
Theater

BRANDON NEESE.

RACHAELDUTRIDGE.
Junior.
Film Pioduction

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com.
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Obama's reception of Nobel Prize may
be premature, but it is good for America

If Red states and Blue states
were neatly divided geographically, America could be
headed for another civil war.
And the Nobel Peace Prize
might well kick it off.
Thankfully,
this isn't
the case. But the animosity between left and right (or
what passes for the dichotomy in the American political climate) has turned up to
boiling, exemplified by rightwing outrage over President
Obama's winning the Nobel
Peace Prize on Friday.
Critics were quick to
point out that Obama hasn't
done anything lo actually
advance the cause of world
peace. Rather, bombings in
Pakistan and wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan mark the
administration.
According to the committee, the prize was awarded
to Obama essentially for
his vision and rhetoric. The
things he said sounded nice,
reaching out to different communities of the world and trying to bridge partisan gaps in
the United States.
But whether this is enough
to justify a Peace Prize is
another matter. Apparently,
the goal of the Nobel
Committee is to push Obama
down the path he said he
would take during his presidential campaign (his nomination occurred very shortly
after he took office, so it is his
pre-presidential work that is
being recognized).
It would seem that a sitting
U.S. president winning the
Peace Prize would be a great
thing for the country, regardless of if he deserved it. Surely
it is to our advantage for the
rest of the world to once again
look to the United States as a
leader and a beacon.

The only other sitting presidents to receive the prize were
Woodrow Wilson and Teddy
Roosevelt.
Wilson was awarded the
prize largely for his efforts to
establish a League of Nations
— the Nobel Committee graciously ignored the fact that
the doctrine for which he
is now most remembered,
Wilsonian Idealism, is used
to justify U.S. intervention on
behalf of democracy wherever we choose. It's a useful
pretext for justifying whatever skirmish we might find
ourselves involved in.
Roosevelt was awarded
the prize for helping to broker a solution to the RussoJapanese War. Once again,
the committee ignored several other atrocities committed under that administration, perhaps most
notably our conquest of the
Philippines (which began
under William McKinley,
to whom Roosevelt served
as vice president before
McKinley's assassination).
Merely winning the Peace
Prize does not actually mean
the recipient has tirelessly,
and for his or her entire life,
toiled in the name of peace.
In some cases, that might be
true — Mother Teresa and
Martin Luther King, Jr., for
example — but in others it

is plain laughable, such as
Henry Kissinger.
Criticism of Peace Prize
winners is nothing new.
Certainly, there was much
outrage over Kissinger's win,
and the reaction to Obama's
victory is nothing compared
to the reaction when Yasser
Arafat won the prize in 1994.
But the hostility toward
Obama is overblown.
During the George W. Bush
administration, any criticism launched against that
president was considered
un-American. By writing
off such abhorrent policies
as the PATRIOT Act and the
war in Iraq as necessary to
America's national security,
conservatives successfully
derailed any serious critique
of these issues, forcing protest to either take a diluted
form or'risk ostracization and
being labeled as "fringe."
Now, when an American
president wins the Nobel
Peace Prize, the disenfranchised party is beside itself.
Reactions have ranged
from sarcastic, like GOP
Chairman Michael Steele,
to angry lunacy, a now-typical reaction from folks like
Rush Limbaugh. On his radio
show, Glenn Beck suggested Obama should give the
award to the Tea Party and
9/12 Project protesters who

marched on Washington last
month.
Obama can do no good
by the right wing. For them.
Obama's reception of theprize
indicates an appreciation by
the European community for
his systematic dissembling of
the United States, or so Rush
Limbaugh suggested Friday
on his radio show.
Now, the left is criticizing
the right using the right's own
shallow, meaningless rhetoric. One Washington Post
opinion column begged the
question. "Why, oh why, do
conservatives hate America
so?"
"You hate America" was no
more a valid argument for the
right to use on the left than
it is for the left to use now on
the right. The matter is utterly
meaningless.
The facts, however, are simple. Obama won the Nobel
Peace Prize. He hasn't really
done much of anything policy-wise to deserve it. But the
world looking to the United
States to lead the way into
a peaceful and prosperous
future cannot be a bad thing.
All that remains now is
for the people to make sure
Obama delivers.
Respond to Kyle at
thenews @bgnews. com

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND
CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum
section is looking for more people like you to write
columns and illustrate for us.
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

■ E-mail us at tnenewsS>bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

FIND OUT WHAT BGYIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Call us at 419-572-6966.

TOP HEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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Repo man allegedly
tries to get cops to
do his job

Police nab man
dressed as ninja,
waving nunchucks

Sewage stink forces
Ohio school to dismiss early

Louisiana police:
Pickle smell might
lead to thieves

ST. CHARLES. Ill (AP)-Authorities
sad a car-dealership repo man was

VERNON.Conn.(AP)-Vemon
police said they arrested a man
who was dressed as a ninja and
waving nunchucks while yelling
about wanting to beat up U.S. Sen
Joe Lieberman. The man. 50. was
charged Sunday with breach of
peace. Police said he was brought to
Rockville General Hospital for a psychiatric evaluation and later released.

RIVERSIDE. Ohio (AP)-A high
school in Ohio had to dismiss students
shortly after they arrived for the day
because a plumbing problem filled the
building with the smeH of raw sewage
School district officials said the odor
was from a restroom vent pipe that
became disconnected at Stebbms
High School in the Dayton suburb of
Riverside.

SLIDEU.U(AP)-Polcefi
Louisiana say the punqc—■
pickles or jalapenos may lead to the
pefpenatorsofacnme.

Authorities said they received
several emergency calls about the
man. who witnesses say was standing
at the comer of Route 83 and Regan
Road at about 11 a.m.

Students weredrsmssedat 9am
yesterday Administrators said that
while the smell was hard to bear, it did
not pose a health threat.

being heH in the Kane County Jail for
afeqedV trying to trick police into doing
his joo for rim East Dundee Police
Detects Michael Seyler said Monday
that a 47-year-old man was arrested last
mk after he tried to dupe police into
tracking down a vehicle he was trying
to repossess.
Seyller said the suspect has been
charged with filing a false poke report,
falsely reporting a vehicle theft and
phone harassment.
The man reoortedy told police last
week that a vehicle he had repossessed
had been stolen, possibly by its owners
A day late*, a Carpenterswle police
officer spotted the vehicle and pulled
it over. But after talking with the owner,
police learned that the man had never
repossessed the vehicle

The school's windows were opened
to air out the building. The plumbing
issue was fixed, and classes will resume
today

Officers said they pulled out bean
bags and taser guns, and the man
became polite and cooperative.
The man couldn't be reached
Monday He has no public phone
listing, and it's not clear whether he
has a lawyer.

Capt. Kevirj Foltz says thieves stole
$1,000 ■vorth of candy and five cases
of soda and sports drinks from a stand
at John Slidell Park While inside, the
thieves ate dill pickles and poured pickled jalapenos around the stand
Fohz says a nacho cheese machine
and boxes of chips and -unflower seeds
will be checked for fingerprints

Thief takes 11 cases
of beer in just two
trips

Utica woman
arrested for DWI
twice in one night

Ohio boy, 7, hit by
deer while playing
football

Tough owl wrecks
pickup truck, but
survives crash

BATON ROUGE.La.(AP)-East
Baton Rouge Parish sheriff's detectives are looking for a man who stole
II cases of beer from a convenience
store - and only went in twice. A
news release said the man grabbed
six cases of Bud Light and one of
Budweiser about II p.m. Sunday, put
it in his car and went in for more.

WINTERSVILLE. Ohio (AP) - A
7-year-old Ohio boy playing a game
of backyard football was tackled by
a deer.
Brandon Hiles says he encountered the buck when the ball rolled
into woods while he was playing
with friends Saturday in Wintersville.
about 125 miles east of Columbus
The boy says the buck raj at him and
flipped him with its antlers, leaving
bruises and a gash

HAYSVILLE. Ind. (AP) - Talk
about one tough owl Police in southern Indiana said a great horned owl
flew through the pie-dawn
■
into the front of a moving Ford F-250
pickup truck - and survived even
as the collision mangled the truck's
radiator

The statement released Monday
said the man then grabbed two more
cases pi each

UTICA. NY(AP) - A'05-yearold upstate New York woman has
been charged with driving while
intoxicated twice in less than five
hours. Utica police stopped Talitha
Gorea just after 7 p.m. Monday for
vehicle and traffic violations and
found her with an open container of
alcohol and an ecstasy pill. Gorea
was charged with drug possession
and DWI for having a blood alcohol
content level above the legal limit.

After loading that into his gold
Mercury or Crown Victoria, he took
off

She was released to a family
member and given an appearance
ticket.

His 9-year-old friend Wyatt Pugh
(pyoo) beat the deer with a stick to
make it go away.

By Gene Johnson
The Associated Press

SEATTLE—MaxJSopo was living
the dream of a fugitive abroad,
kicking back on the beaches of
Cancun by day, partying in the
clubs by night.
Then he did two things that are
never a good idea when you're
on the run from authorities: He
started posting Facebook updates
about how much fun he was having — and added a former Justice
Department official to his list of
friends.
That kind of recklessness
landed the 26-year-old native
of Cameroon in a Mexico City
jail, where he is awaiting extradition to the United States on bank
fraud charges. Federal prosecutors say he and an associate falsely obtained more than $200,000
from Seattle-area banks and
credit unions.
"He was making posts about
how beautiful life is and how
he was having a good time with
his buddies," said Assistant U.S.
Attorney Michael Scoville, who
helped find Sopo. "He was definitely not living the way we wanted him to be living, given the
charges he was facing."
Even in the hold-nothing-back
world of social networking, where
police search Facebook photos
for evidence of underage drinking and watch YouTUbe videos
to identify riot suspects, it's rare
that a fugitive helps authorities
this much.
In status updates, Sopo said
he was "loving it" and "living in
paradise."
"LIFE IS VERY SIMPLE
REALLY!!!!'' he wrote on
June 21. "BUT SOME OF US
HUMANS MAKE A MESS OF IT...
REMEMBER AM JUST HERE TO
HAVE FUN PARTEEEEEEE."
Sopo, who came to the U.S. in
about 2003, made a living selling roses in Seattle nightclubs
until, according to prosecutors,
he moved on to bank fraud. He
apparently drove a rented car
to Mexico in late February after
learning that federal agents were
investigating the fraud scheme.
Investigators initially could
find no trace of him on social networking sites such as Facebook
and MySpacc, and they were
unable to pin down his exact
location in Mexico.
But several months later, Secret
Service agent Seth Reeg checked
Facebook again—and up popped

Maxi Sopo. His photo showed
him wearing a black jacket decorated with a white lion as he
stood in front of a party backdrop featuring logos of BMW and
Courvoisier cognac.
Although Sopo's profile was set
to private, his list of friends was
not, and Scoville started combing through it. He was surprised
to see that one friend listed
an affiliation with the Justice
Department and sent him a message requesting a phone call.
"We figured this was a person
we could probably trust to keep
our inquiry discreet," Scoville
said.
The former official told Scoville
he had met Sopo in Cancun's
nightclubs a few times, but did
not really know him and had no
idea he was a fugitive. The official learned when Sopo was living and passed that information
back to Scoville, who provided
it to Mexican authorities. They
arrested Sopo last month.
The fugitive had been living

at a nice apartment complex,
working at a hotel and partying
at Cancun's beaches, pools and
nightclubs, Scoville said.
Sopo does not yet have a lawyer, and it was not immediately
clear how to contact him.
Prosecutors say he masterminded the bank fraud scheme
with Edward Asatoorians, who
was convicted by a federal jury
in Seattle last week. Testimony
at trial indicated the pair persuaded young co-conspirators to
lie about their income to obtain
loans for fabricated auto purchases, and then used the money
to prop up Asatoorians' business
and to take an expensive trip to
Las Vegas.
Asatoorians is expected to face
at least five years in prison when
he's sentenced. If convicted. Sopo
could face up to 30 years.
Citing privacy concerns, the
former Justice Department
official declined an interview
request left with the U.S. attorney's office.
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Police in SIrM a smal town just east
of New Orleans, a-call authonties if their children came
home yneling like pickles Of jalapenos
over the weekend, or if rliey hear about
students selmg lots of candy.

Investigators think the thieves may
be students who would sell the candy
at school

Fugitive suspected of fraud busted after
unwise friend request on Facebook
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The bird was left trapped inside
the grill of the truck dnven by James
Ellis of Shoals A Dubois County
sheriff's deputy called a state
Department of Natural Resources
officer to the none this past
Thursday on US 251 near I
to remove the owl.
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AND RAISINS

SPRING'10
L REGISTRATION

MIS
Busines

ntorrrtation
Technology

MIS Career Day
Come and learn about exciting career,
coop, and internship opportunities in
Management Information Systems.
Talk about MIS to senior executives
from many companies.

Start Dak
Go to: mybgsu.edu
1. select student center
2. select > add a class
3. enroll in classes

Oct 21

Non-Degree Graduate Students

Oct 27

Seniors

Oct 29

Juniors

Nov 10

Sophomores

Questions'*

Nov 12

Freshmen

Call the Registration Hotline:

Nov 16

Guest Students

419-372-4444
from 8am to 5pm Monday-Friday

October 14, 2009 (Wednesday)
2nd Floor, College of Business
11:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Light Refreshments
Win one of four $50 bookstore cards.
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You can access everything that you need, including
tutorials, via the "Student Center"
at the MyBGSU portal.

BGSU

Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building

FORUM

"It was just so great to have the cookies delivered, you didn't even
have to walk."
- Sarni Ralston, freshman, on the Cookie Jar's delivery service [see stofy.pg. 1],
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Ifyoucaildrxinqanyvideoc^mechafactertolifewhowcdditbe?
■Sam Fisher from
"Spfinter CeJL"

"Cloud Strife from
"Final Fantasy VII'
because he's bad ass"

k

he's got a dinosaur
named Yoshi."

VISIT US AT
BGV1EWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Ota suggestion for

BRANDON NEESE.
Freshman.
Respiratory Therapy

RACHAELDUTRIDGE,
Junior.
Film Production

More than just
gross, bland salads
available as options
for vegetarians

It is rather puzzling to me as
to how selectively some people
view the vegetarian diet. Most
think it means merely consuming various stark and leafy banquets of salads, which would of
course be God-awful to subsist
on solely.
In my opinion, salads are normally dreary and nutritionally
senseless culinary precursors to
the full-bodied meal. There is no
substance in these bleak bowls
of leaves and it is ridiculous for
anyone to assume that this sole
dish holds exclusive rights to the
vegetarian diet.
Quite the contrary is to be
said about the vegetarian eating
habits. Though sometimes confusing and difficult to. acknowledge, there can be fully flavorful
and savory meals that even the
vegetarian can attest would be
suitable.
On theshelvesof any reputable
bookstore, in the culinary seclion, are vast quantities of vegetarian cookbooks packed full
of creative and appetizing food
options that meet the requirements of the meatless diet.
These culinary encyclopedias
are full of ways to bring out the
i n In-i fin flavors of vegetables like
portabella mushrooms or tomatoes. There are unconventional
methods of tastefully exemplifying the savors, tangs and aromas
of most meatless foods.
Anyone questioning their
meatless meal options in
Bowling Green should have a
spree to Squeaker's Vegetarian
Caffi and Store on Main Street.
This
vegan-friendly
and
organic food store offers its
customers spicy Indian food
and organic sweet chocolate.
They provide many meals in
their cafe- menu, most containing meat substitutes.
Being an avid carnivore
myself, it is interesting to see
that these counterfeit alternatives of meat aren't all that bad.
Surprisingly enough, sometimes these entrees can be quite
delectable.
Once a person can get past the
initial surprise that the "meaty"
part in a vegetarian meatball
sub isn't actually the product of
an animal, and start acknowledging the food for its tasteful
and somewhat unconventional

"Mario, because

"Spyro the Dragon."

"Even for the
vegetarian living on
campus, there are
many meatless menu
items offered by the
University Dining
Services. Though
they have the hardest
rolls since 'Macbeth,'
I'm quite positive
that the butternut
squash served at the
Sundial will satisfy
any appetite, strictly
vegetarian or not."
value, the food starts to look very
appetizing.
Even for the vegetarian living on campus, there are many
meatless menu items offered by
the University Dining Services.
Though they have the hardest rolls since "Macbeth," I'm
quite positive that the butternut
squash served at the Sundial will
satisfy any appetite, strictly vegetarian or not.
Some may argue that vegetarians have it all wrong when it
comes to eating decisions and
their diet is bland and as constrained as the meal options
offered to inmates. Granted,
most meals in America contain
a main dish of meat, but there is
a vastly growing desire to have
vegetarian alternatives.
Even fast food chains like
Burger King offer vegetarian
burger substitutes that are pretty
tasteful.
I am not advocating anyone
become a vegetarian. Nor am I at
all insulting anyone who doesn't
react with a certain audacity
toward eating animals.
In good taste, I merely want
to encourage people to broaden
theirconventionaleating palette,
and experience the somewhat
mysterious meatless meals for
their fully enjoyable potential.
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tlienews@bgnew.com
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Obama's reception of Nobel Prize may
be premature, but it is good for America

m

KYUSOMBIM
FORUM EDITOR

If Red states and Blue states
were neatly divided geographically, America could be
headed for another civil war.
And the Nobel Peace Prize
might well kick it off.
Thankfully, this isn't
the case. But the animosity between left and right (or
what passes for the dichotomy in the American political climate) has turned up to
boiling, exemplified by rightwing outrage over President
Obama's winning the Nobel
Peace Prize on Friday.
Critics were quick to
point out that Obama hasn't
done anything to actually
advance the cause of world
peace. Rather, bombings in
Pakistan and wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan mark the
administration.
According to the committee, the prize was awarded
to Obama essentially for
his vision and rhetoric. The
things he said sounded nice,
reaching out to different communities of the world and trying to bridge partisan gaps in
the United States.
But whether this is enough
to justify a Peace Prize is
another matter. Apparently,
the goal of the Nobel
Committee is to push Obama
down the path he said he
would take during his presidential campaign (his nomination occurred very shortly
after he took office, so it is his
pre-presidential work that is
being recognized).
It would seem that a sitting
U.S. president winning the
Peace Prize would be a great
thing for the country, regardless of if he deserved it. Surely
it is to our advantage for the
rest of the world to once again
look to the United States as a
leader and a beacon.

The only other sitting presi- is plain laughable, such as
dents to receive the prize were Henry Kissinger.
Criticism of Peace Prize
Woodrow Wilson and Teddy
winners is nothing new.
Roosevelt.
Wilson was awarded the Certainly, there was much
prize largely for his efforts to outrage over Kissinger's win,
establish a League of Nations and the reaction to Obama's
— the Nobel Committee gra- victory is nothing compared
ciously ignored the fact that to the reaction when Yasser
the doctrine for which he Arafat won the prize in 1994.
is now most remembered, But the hostility toward
Wilsonian Idealism, is used Obama is overblown.
During the George W. Bush
to justify U.S. intervention on
behalf of democracy wher- administration, any critiever we choose. It's a useful cism launched against that
pretext for justifying what- president was considered
ever skirmish we might find un-American. By writing
off such abhorrent policies
ourselves involved in.
Roosevelt was awarded as the PATRIOT Act and the
the prize for helping to bro- war in Iraq as necessary to
ker a solution to the Russo- America's national security,
Japanese War. Once again, conservatives successfully
the committee ignored sev- derailed any serious critique
eral other atrocities com- of these issues, forcing promitted under that admin- test to either take a diluted
istration, perhaps most form or'risk ostracization and
notably our conquest of the being labeled as "fringe."
Now, when an American
Philippines (which began
under William McKinley, president wins the Nobel
to whom Roosevelt served Peace Prize, the disenfranas vice president before chised party is beside itself.
Reactions have ranged
McKinley's assassination).
Merely winning the Peace from sarcastic, like GOP
Prize does not actually mean Chairman Michael Steele,
the recipient has tirelessly, to angry lunacy, a now-typiand for his or her entire life, cal reaction from folks like
toiled in the name of peace. Rush Limbaugh. On his radio
In some cases, that might be show, Glenn Beck suggesttrue — Mother Teresa and ed Obama should give the
Martin Luther King, Jr., for award to the Tea Party and
example — but in others it 9/12 Project protesters who

marched on Washington last
month.
Obama can do no good
by the right wing. For them,
Oba ma's recept ion of t he prize
indicates an appreciation by
the European community for
his systematic dissembling of
the United States, or so Rush
Limbaugh suggested Friday
on his radio show.
Now, the left is criticizing
the right using the right's own
shallow, meaningless rhetoric. One Washington Post
opinion column begged the
question. "Why, oh why. do
conservatives hate America
so?"
"You hate America" was no
more a valid argument for the
right to use on the left than
it is for the left to use now on
the right. The matter is utterly
meaningless.
The facts, however, are simple. Obama won the Nobel
Peace Prize. He hasn't really
done much of anything policy-wise to deserve it. But the
world looking to the United
States to lead the way into
a peaceful and prosperous
future cannot be a bad thing.
All that remains now is
for the people to make sure
Obama delivers.
Respond to Kyle at
tnenews@bgnews.com
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or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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Repo man allegedly
tries to get cops to
do his job

Police nab man
dressed as ninja,
waving nunchucks

Sewage stink forces
Ohio school to dismiss early

Louisiana police:
Pickle smell might
lead to thieves

ST. CHARLES. II (AP) - Authorities
said a car-dealership repo man was
being held m the Kane County Jail foe
alegedly trying to tnck police into doing
his job lot him East Dundee Poke
Detective Michael Seylet said Monday
that a 47-year-old man was arrested last
week ah* he tried to dupe poke «ito
tracking down a vehicle he was trying
to repossess.

VERNON.Conn(AP)-Vemon
police said they arrested a man
who was dressed as a ninja and
waving nunchucks while yelling
about wanting to beat up U.S. Sen.
Joe Lieberman. The man. 50. was
charged Sunday with breach of
peace. Police said he was brought to
Rockville General Hospital for a psychiatric evaluation and later released.

RIVERSIDE. Ohio (AP)-A high
school in Ohio had to dismiss students
shortly after they arrived for the day
because a plumbing problem filled the
building with the smell of raw sewage
School district officials said the odor
was from a restroom vent pipe that
became disconnected at Stebbms
High School in the Dayton suburb of
Riverside.

SLIDELL.La.(AP)-Pokein
Louisiana say the pungent smell of
picHes or jalapenos rruy lead to the
perpetrators of a crime.

Seyfler said the suspect has been
charged with Ung a fake poke report,
falsely reporting a vehicle theft and
phone harassment

Authorities said they received
several emergency cals about the
man. who witnesses say was standing
at the comer of Route 8? and Regan
Road at about 11 am

Students were dismissed at 9 am
yesterday Administrators said that
while the smell was hard to bear, it did
not pose a health threat.

The man reportedly told poke last
week that a vehicle he had repossessed
had been stolen, possibly by its owners
A day later, a Carpentersvile police
officer spotted the vehicle and pulled
it over. But after talking with the owner,
police learned that the man had never
repossessed the vehide

Officers said they pulled out bean
bags and laser guns, and the man
became polite and cooperative

The school's windows were opened
to air out the building. The plumbing
issue was fixed, and classes wi resume
today

The man couldn't be reached
Monday. He has no public phone
listing, and it's not clear whether he
has a lawyer.
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Capt Kewp Fort; says thieves stole
$1,000 worth of candy and five cases
of soda and sports drinks from a stand
at John SMell Park. Whle inside, the
thieves ate cHI pickles and poured pickled jalapenos around the stand.
Fohz says a nacho cheese machine
and boxes of chips and sunflower seeds
wil be checked for fingerprints.
Investigators think the thieves may
be students who would sel the candy
at school
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Poke in SMell a smal town just east
of New Orleans, are asking parents to
call authorities if their children came
home smelling like pickles or |alapenos
over trie weekend or if they hear about
students sefeig lots of candy.

Utica woman
arrested for DWI
twice in one niqht

Ohio boy, 7, hit by
deer while playing
football

Tough owl wrecks
pickup truck, but
survives crash

BATON ROUGE. La.(AP)-East
Baton Rouge Parish sheriff's detectives are looking for a man who stole
ll cases of beer from a convenience
store - and only went in twice. A
news release said the man grabbed
six cases of Bud Light and one of
Budweiser about II p.m. Sunday, put
it in his car and went in for more.

UTICA. NY. (AP)-Al35-yearold upstate New York woman has
been charged with driving while
intoxicated twice in less than five
hours. Utica police stopped Talitha
Gorea just after 7 p.m. Monday for
vehicle and traffic violations and
found her with an open container of
alcohol and an ecstasy pill. Gorea
was charged with drug possession
and DWI for having a blood alcohol
content level above the legal limit.

WINTERSVILLE.Oh,o(AP)-A
7-year-old Ohio boy playing a game
of backyard football was tackled by
a deer.

HAYSVILLE. Ind. (AP) - Talk
about one tough owl. Police in southern Indiana said a great horned owl
flew through the pre-dawn darkness
into the front of a moving Ford F-250
pickup truck - and survived even
as the collision mangled the trucks
radiator

The statement released Monday
said the man then grabbed two more
cases pf each.
After loading that into his gold
Mercury of Crown Victoria, he took
off.

She was released to a family
member and given an appearance
ticket.

Brandon Hiles says he encountered the buck when the ball tolled
into woods while he was playing
with friends Saturday in Wintersville.
about 125 miles east of Columbus
The boy says the buck ra^i at him and
flipped him with its antlers, leaving
bruises and a gash.
His 9-yeat-old friend Wyatt Pugh
(pyoo) beat the deer with a sock to
make it go away.

The bird was left trapped inside
the grill of the truck driven by James
Ellis of Shoals A Dubois County
sheriff's deputy called a state
Department of Natural Resources
officer to the scene this past
Thursday on US 251 near Haysville
to remove the owl.

Fugitive suspected of fraud busted after
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unwise friend request on Facebook
By G«n« Johnson
The Associated Press

SEATTLE—MaxiSopo was living
the dream of a fugitive abroad,
kicking back on the beaches of
Cancun by day, partying in the
clubs by night.
Then he did two things that are
never a good idea when you're
on the run from authorities: He
started posti ng Facebook updates
about how much fun he was having — and added a former Justice
Department official to his list of
friends.
That kind of recklessness
landed the 26-year-old native
of Cameroon in a Mexico City
jail, where he is awaiting extradition to the United States on bank
fraud charges. Federal prosecutors say he and an associate falsely obtained more than $200,000
from Seattle-area banks and
credit unions.
"He was making posts about
how beautiful life is and how
he was having a good time with
his buddies," said Assistant U.S.
Attorney Michael Scoville, who
helped find Sopo. "He was definitely not living the way we wanted him to be living, given the
charges he was facing."
Even in the hold-nothing-back
world of social networking, where
police search Facebook photos
for evidence of underage drinking and watch YouTube videos
to identify riot suspects, it's rare
that a fugitive helps authorities
this much.
In status updates, Sopo said
he was "loving it" and "living in
paradise."
"LIFE IS VERY SIMPLE
REALLY!!!!" he wrote on
lune 21. "BUT SOME OF US
HUMANS MAKE A MESS OF IT...
REMEMBER AM JUST HERE TO
HAVE FUN PARTEEEEEEE."
Sopo, who came to the U.S. in
about 2003, made a living selling roses in Seattle nightclubs
until, according to prosecutors,
he moved on to bank fraud. He
apparently drove a rented car
to Mexico in late February after
learning that federal agents were
investigating the fraud scheme.
Investigators initially could
find no trace of him on social networking sites such as Facebook
and MySpace, and they were
unable to pin down his exact
location in Mexico.
But several months later, Secret
Service agent Seth Reeg checked
Facebook again—and up popped

Maxi Sopo. His photo showed
him wearing a black jacket decorated with a white lion as he
stood in front of a party backdrop featuring logos of BMW and
Courvoisier cognac.
Although Sopo's profile was set
to private, his list of friends was
not, and Scoville started combing through it. He was surprised
to see that one friend listed
an affiliation with the Justice
Department and sent him a message requesting a phone call.
"We figured this was a person
we could probably trust to keep
our inquiry discreet," Scoville
said.
The former official told Scoville
he had met Sopo in Cancun's
nightclubs a few times, but did
not really know him and had no
idea he was a fugitive. The official learned where Sopo was living and passed that information
back to Scoville, who provided
it to Mexican authorities. They
arrested Sopo last month.
The fugitive had been living

Busines

at a nice apartment complex,
working at a hotel and partying
at Cancun's beaches, pools and
nightclubs, Scoville said.
Sopo does not yet have a lawyer, and it was not immediately
clear how to contact him.
Prosecutors say he masterminded the bank fraud scheme
with Edward Asatoorians, who
was convicted by a federal jury
in Seattle last week. Testimony
at trial indicated the pair persuaded young co-conspirators to
lie about their income to obtain
loans for fabricated auto purchases, and then used the money
to prop up Asatoorians' business
and to take an expensive trip to
Las Vegas.
Asatoorians is expected to face
at least five years in prison when
he's sentenced. If convicted, Sopo
could face up to 30 years.
Citing privacy concerns, the
former Justice Department
official declined an interview
request left with the U.S. attorney's office.

nformation
Technology

MIS Career Day
Come and learn about exciting career,
coop, and internship opportunities in
Management Information Systems.
Talk about MIS to senior executives
from many companies.

Go to: mybgsu.edu
1. select > student center
2. select > add a class
3. enroll in classes

Questions*
Registration Hotline:

Graduate Students
Oct 27

Seniors

Oct 29

Juniors

Nov 10

Sophomores

Nov 12

Freshmen

Nov 16

Guest Students

71*4444
to 5pm Monday -friday

October 14, 2009 (Wednesday)
2nd Floor, College of Business
11:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Light Refreshments
Win one Qf four $9Q ftoofcgtpre cants.

•MQttfag that you and, including
fce'Studwt Center"
Porte

BGSU
Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building
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While you were out...
While students enjoyed their fall break, Falcon athletics
were still in full swing both at home and on the road
WOMEN S HOOPS
Roos gets two-year
contract extension
Associate head coach
Jennifer Roos has received a

Friday
4:00 PM Women's Soccer
game against Ohio kicks off
at home.

two-year contract extension
that now runs at the same
length of head coach Curt
Miller. Roos has been with the
Falcons since the 2001 season
and runs the Falcon defense
in addition to serving as the
recruiting coordinator. With
the extension, both Roos' and

4:26 PM Katelyn Turner
heads home a corner kick
to give BG an early 1-0 lead
over the Bobcats.
5:45 PM Regulation time
between BG and Ohio comes
to an end with the score tied
at 1-1.

Miller's contracts now run
through June 30.2015.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.

6:10 PM Neither team can
score in the extra session as
BG settles for a tie with Ohio
after double overtime.

Saturday

Sunday

3:36 PM Roger Williams returns the
opening kick off against Kent State
for 33 yards.

1:00 PM Opening kickoff between BG and Akron
starts for women's soccer.

3:47 PM Kent State scores on an
87-yard double reverse on their first
offensive play of the game.

2:41 PM

4:57 PM Half time at Kent State, BG
leads 17-14.
6:31 PM With BG trailing 35-23,
Freddie Barnes takes a slant pattern
45-yards for a touchdown, and breaks
four tackles in the process.
6:47 PM Tyler Sheehan caps a 14
play, 74 drive with a 9-yard touchdown
run to give BG a 36-35 lead.

The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite

gives volleyball their first
point of the match against
Ohio on kill assisted by
Allison Kearney.

www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1985-JoeNamath'sNo.
12 is retired by the New York
Jets.
1979-WayneGretzky

tees off to start the 2009
University of Cinncinnati
Bearcat Invitational.
1:17 PM Barnes picks up
more honors one day later,
as he is name MAC East
Player of the Week.
4:41 PM In addition to
his honors from the MAC,
BGSU Athletics creates
a Web Site for Barnes at
www.freddiebarnes.com

Tuesday

6:50 PM Kent State's last second hail
mary falls incomplete. BG wins their

7:37 PM Josh
Boyd takes
the opening
face off for
the Hockey
team against
Minnesota
State-Mankato.

team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.

2:45 PM Akron scores a
late goal to claim the 2-1
victory over BG at the soccer field.

9:00 AM BG's golf team

7:01 PM Kaitlin Jackson

www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter

Colleen
Kordan
scores on a
penalty kick
to give BG
a temporary
1-1 tie with
Akron.

Monday

8:22 PM Volleyball's 3-0 loss
to Ohio comes to a close.
9:58 PM Kyle Page scores
BG's second goal of the hockey game with two seconds
remaining.
9:59 PM The hockey team
drop to 0-1 on the season as
Minnesotta State takes home
the 3-2 victory.

9:00 AM

first conference game this season.
7:00 PM Also at Kent State, the
volleyball team opens their second
match of the weekend.
7:07 PM Referees in Minnesota drop
the puck to open the second hockey
game between BG and the Mavericks.
8:20 PM Volleyball's match with Kent
ends with a 3-0 Golden Flash victory.
8:44 PM The second period in
Minnesota comes to a close with BG
trailing 2-0.

■ifl
5:47 PM After his recordbreaking performance
against Kent State.
Freddie Barnes is named
the national wide receiver
of the week.

9:10 PM Josh Boyd scores BG's lone
goal of the hockey game.

No matter
the place,
Barnes
makes the
catches

Day 2 of
the Bearcat
Invitational
tees off with
BGs Drew
Preston tied
for the individual lead.
4:24 PM BG's golf team
finished the Bearcat
Invitational in fifth place,
Preston also get's fifth
Individually.
7:00 PM Volleyball opens
their match with Cleveland
State at Anderson Arena.
8:24 PM Volleyball match
ends; see story below.

ANDREW
HARNER
SPORTS EDITOR

It' the Falcon football team
were ever to get together with
their coach and play a friendly
game of foothall on the intramural fields, Dave Clawson
knows what player he'd want
when teams were getting
divided up.
"If I was playing backyard
football, I'd want Freddie
[Barnes] COT my team," Clawson
said.
And why nolV It's not like
he's a reliable target or anything like that.
The senior receiver has
pretty much led the nation in
receptions the entire season,
creating a consistent, reliable target for senior quarterback Tyler Sheehan for the
firsi lime in his career, which
has helped bolster his stats
as well.
Fresh off a 22-catch, 278yard performance against
Kent State Saturday, the
current
Mid-American
Conference East Division
Offensive Player of the Week
is now gaining national attention because he leads the
nation with 75 receptions and
772 yards. That's a lot better
than two games ago against
Ohio when he looked like
BG's own Terrell Owens after
dropping a potential gametying catch.
It was a nice change of pace
for BG's barn burner — who
was averaging just 8.3 yards
See COLUMN | Page 7

9:27 PM Hockey game comes to
close with a final score of 4-1 in favor
of the Mavericks.

scores his first career NHL
goal.

Taking a look back at 1959:

1968-The San Diego
Padres and Montreal Expos
each select 30 players in the

Broncos fall victim to Falcon onslaught 34-0

expansion draft.

The List

mances .from the weekend:

1959 BG Football
Schedule

1. Freddie Barnes:

BG AT MARSHALL

In a busy weekend for BG
sports we take a look at the
top five individual perfor-

The senior wide receiver
fell one short of the NCAA
record for single game recep-

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

MBGNfWS

SO CLOSE: Alexis Zlabis fails lo play ihe ball againsi Cleveland Stale

tions, but still set Falcon
records for receptions, yards,
and touchdowns.
2. Tyler Sheehan: While
Barnes was the MAC East
player of the week. Sheehan
also had a career day throw-

loses to
Cleveland State

ing for 505 yards and then
running for the game winning
score with seconds remaining.

3. BG Goalies: Nick
Eno and Andrew Hammond
both took losses but combined to stop 69 of 76 shots
they faced this weekend.

4. Katelyn Turner:
She scored the lone goal for
the women's soccer team on
Friday in a 1-1 tie with Ohio.

5. Allison Kearney:
In BG's loss to Kent State.
Kearney posted a doubledouble with 11 digs and 25
assists.

By Chris Sojka
Reporter

Kaitlin Jackson knows the BG volleyball team needs to merely find
away.
She had no trouble finding
her way last night, but it was not
nearly enough as Cleveland State
swept the Falcons 3-0 (25-23, 2523,25-21) at Anderson Arena.
Jackson, who had a team-high
13 kills, is still staying optimistic,
even though BG has lost 11 in a
row.
"The good thing about our team
is that we're staying positive," she
said. "With all these losses, weare
just coming up a little bit short.
It's never a blowout, we're always
right there."
Jackson is right about that —
they always are "right there."
In the opening set, the Falcons
had several nice leads, but as
usual, they still had trouble putting away balls when it mattered

Kaitlin
Jackson
Had 13 kills in the
loss to Cleveland
State.

most. After having a lead of five a
couple times throughout the set,
it looked like they were going to
pull off a win.
But as soon as BG had a lead,
the Vikings strongly responded
and were right back in the game.
In the second set, the only lead
the Falcons saw was at 5-4. After
that, they were playing from
behind the entire set and couldn't
find a way to get back ahead.
They did make a run for it,
though. After being down four,
they made it 23-24, but couldn't
finish it off.
See VOLLEYBALL | Page 8

time. The dnve was sparked by
the running of Jim Andrews.
Western kicked off to Dianlska
to open the second hnlf. Casey,
running aide, went from the seven
to the Falcon 4ft In s thrilling demonstration of maneuverability
Hepner and Casey carried to the
Western Michigan 84. before Colburn decided to pass. He hit Hepner on the IS, and Casey on the
Dtalske Tolaes
Western Michigan drove from 12. Colburn swept on a keeper to
Ita own 84-yard line to the Bow- the 6. and then gavs to his fullling Groan 37 after the opening back Dianlska. who in two line
hickoff, but waa forced to kick. smashes was over and the score
Henry Man punted out of bounds was 28-0. Colbnrn's pass for conon the 17. Bob Colbura directed version was complete, but short of
the Falcons 00 a vicious ground the goal line.
Use Is Slabbers
assault which 1* pnvye later reWestern Michigan drove from
sulted in a score by Jerry Dlanlaka
Ita
own
13
to the four on the next
from two yards out. On the 03yard touchdown march. Check sequence of plays, only to run into
a
stubborn
Falcon goal-line stand.
Comer provided the big gainer
with a 28 yard sweep of right end Ramsey and Glen Fitch threw Lovfrom BG's 46 to the Broncoe' 88. ell Colaman twice, after a first and
Chuck Ramsey's conversion made goal situation on the four. Ed
Chlobok's third down pasa waa inthe score 7-0.
Rsmsey booted a short kickoff complete end, on fourth down,
and WM took over on He 47. Oet- Jerry Croft broke through from
ting nowhere, the Broncoe were his defensive tackle position nnd
forced to punt- With Roger Kile- tossed quarterback Don Seekell
man, Rosa Hepner. and Jim And- for a six-yard loss to the 10,
Bowling Green moved the ball
rews doing most of the lugging,
the Falcons moved to Western's to Use 18 and than Fitch punted
beautifully to the Western 20.
49 as the quarter ended.
With a third down eltuetlon, Cot- Colaman gained* nothing on the
born hit Tom Cotaner for a first return. The Broncos were penalisdown on WM's 37, Colburn was ed half the distance to the' goal
tackled far a 7-yard lose on the line on the kiekoff, which put the
the neat play, but two plays later ball on the 8. With fourth down
brilliantly punted out of bounds and one, the visitors gambled, hat
Ray Kwiatkowski end Joe Spllewen Western's one-yard line.
iki rose to the occasion and knockMease s that lease
ed Colaman down for a one-yard
Western drove to the Falcon 48 lose. But the Falcons ware unnble
before a 18-yard holding penalty to cash in on this opportunity.
nullified some fine running by
Few rnsmini Flee! ID
Lovell Colaman. Two plays later
Bowling Green scored once more
Mugg punted to Comer on the 10 in the fourth period under the lead
and the shifty halfback returned srship of Jim Potts, Al Junlon and
to the S3. Comer, Klicsaan. and Hspner carriod from the Falcon
Bernle Casey moved the ball to 81 to the Bronco 31, than Potts
the Broncos' 88. Two completed sneaked for a first down on the 88
pain from Colburn to Canny and passed to Mason far the rent
found the pigskin resting on the of the distance. Bowling Green
18, from where the fleet and led 84-0 after Bob Reublln ran for
powerful Casey balled his any to the two points. Coach Doyt parry
the 7. At this anlnl Bra w
ass. 'Israaraeasigal lib bttcIC* *
ed a 16-yard penalty, moving the X>
T II 8 844
ban back to the 11. From the 11, WM
0 ' t • 0- e
Colburn tried two peases. The second area completed, to Hepner on
the 8. With third end goal to go,
reprint
Colburn threw a ball'seye to Clarissue of
ence Mason for the score. Ramsey
again converted and the score was
is the third
14-8.
>s where we
With lees than one minute remaning In the halt, Dave McClaln
e recaps from
passed U> the esneive Mason for a
10-yard touchdown piay. Ramsey's
conversion sttempt was wide, and
team
Bowling Green led 20-0 nt half-

Bowling Green ran, passed, and
kicked Its way to a MO victory
over Western Michigan boforo an
.. tmsteil 0.200 Homecoming fans
Saturday. The victory, coupled
with Miami's loss at Kent State,
placed the Falcons In a first place
MAC tie with Ohio University.
Each teem has(a 2-0 conference
record.
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A minor setback
Runner recovering from injury in time for MAC Championship
By Brad Frank
Reporter

BT, NEW f IE PHOTO

HIGH HOPES: Zuccaro has high expectations for both herself and her team this season

20 Questions with
'ssa Zuccaro
By Anqelo Velotta
Reporter

The BG News caught up with sophomore Atyssa Zuccaro. a forward on the
BG women's soccer team, for 20 questions.
The Falcons are currently 4-6-1 on the season, but are looking to get better
both as a team and as individuals.
The Falcon team, like any team, is comprised of several talented and unique
individuals and Zuccaros life beyond the soccer field is just that.
1. Where are you from?
Mentor, Ohio
2. What's your major?
AYA Mathematics (high school math teacher).
3. What's your favorite color?
Purple.

As a result she didn't run in
BG's first two races of the season, but she ran in the lona
Meet of Champions after completing one workout before
it. Nonetheless, she said her
hamstring felt good during the
race, finishing !17th overall out
of 186 runners in her first meet
of 2009.
"It was nice just to get back
out there and compete,'- she
said. "I wasn't happy with how
I ran, but I wasn't discouraged
because I was just trying to get
out there and see how it was to
race again.''
Two weeks later. Powers ran
in the open race at the All-Ohio
Championships in Delaware,
Ohio.
She placed fourth and was the
first I all c in to finish. She had no
issue with her hamstring and
said she was in about the best
shape she could possibly be at
thai point.
BG hosts the Falcon Invite
Saturday. The meet is her last
chance to race at full strength
during competition before
the MAC Championships on
Oct. 31. Teams at the Falcon
Invite are allowed to race as
many runners as they want, as
opposed to oilier meets where
the number of runners is limited.
"I m just looking forward
to getting back to running
with all the girls,'' Powers
said.

Perhaps the hardest par! about
setbacks is knowing when
they're going to end.
For junior Barbara Powers,
this season appears to be
the time when she will overcome a string of setbacks that
plagued her career. She is
currently recovering from her
second collegiate hamstring
Injury and is hoping to recover
in time for the MidAmerican
Conference championship
meet.
In 2007, Powers made an
instant impact for BG. In her
first collegiate meet she placed
fourth overall in a dual meet
with Toledo.
But Powers said her sophomore season was frustrating.
She had bronchitis for awhile
and then pulled her ham
string two weeks before the
MAC championships, finishing last on the team in 83rd.
This season, with a bit more
experience and another summer of training. Powers was set
to have another impactful season for BG. But before the season she pulled her hamstring
again.
She tried to run through the
injury for a couple more days
until she realized it was going to
require her to sit out for a while,
only to be setback again after
she thought she had recovered.

4. What's your favorite food?
Being 100 percent Italian. I'm going to have to go with spaghetti.

COLUMN

5. If you could be an animal for one day what would it be?
A kangaroo.

From Page 6

6. What's your favorite junk food?
Ice cream.
7. What song do you listen to before a game to get pumped?
There are a couple. "Heart of a Champion. Eminem s "Till I Collapse."
Kanye West's "Stronger." Lil' Waynes "The Sky's the Limit."
8. What's your favorite sports team?
Cleveland Cavaliers.
9. What's your favorite moment from on the field?
Scoring my first college goal against IPFW
10. What are your goals for the season?
Individually, to become player of the year. [As a team] win the MidAmerican Conference.
11. What's your favorite season?
Fall. I m with the team playing soccer, duh.
12. When you're not playing soccer what are you doing?
Studying or hanging with my friends and family.
13. What's your favorite TV show?
"Brothers and Sisters"
14. What's your favorite movie?
"Coach Carter" and "Freedom Writers."
15. What's your favorite fruit?
Strawberries
16. What's your favorite restaurant in BG?
Cookie Jar.
17. What's your favorite holiday?
Halloween
18. Who's your hero?
My mother. Marlene.
19. When did you start playing soccer?
Four years old
20. Least favorite chore to do?
Anything involving cleaning up after my dogs.

on his 53 receptions before
the game — as he seemingly
became BG's own lerry Rice.
"Last week I let us down, so
this week I felt like I had to
step it up," Barnes said after
the game.
And step up he did, breaking his own school record
for receptions in a game
and setting a new school
record for receiving yards
in a game, breaking Robert
Redd's record of 215 yards
from 2001.
"Twenty-tWO catches and
278 yards, I've never seen
numbers like that, and it's
not like people don't know
we're going to throw the ball,"
Clawson said. "I can't wait to
see the coverages we see next
week."
The Falcons travel to Muncie,
hid., to face Ball State (0-6J
Saturday. The Cardinals are
11th in the MAC at stopping
the pass, but if they are smart,
they will carefully watch game
film from BG's losses to Boise
State and Ohio, the only times
Barnes has been limited to
fewer than 10 catches this season.
Clawson said Kent State
showed several different coverage schemes in trying to stop
Barnes, especially in the second half when he was lined up
all over the field.
But it didn't seem to matter if Barnes was lined up on
the right, left or in the next
zip code, he found himself
open.

I just gave all the credit to
God really because without him,
I wouldn't be able to do any of
that," Barnes said. "I just kepi

thanking Him."
Barnes probably especially thanked Him before the
game-winning drive when
the true play of the game
occurred.
After the defense held Kent
Slate to a tbree-and-oui with
jusl over three minutes left in
the game, the Flashes had to
punt, giving the Falcons plenty
of time to erase their five-point

fir*»ron*

to stay positive. It shows her toughness."
Cami Wells | Cross Country Coach
This season the team has
made it a gdal to finish higher
than last year because it was
disappointed with a last-place
finish. The team thought a topthree finish was well within its
reach.
Powers notes that there are a
lot of good teams in the conference this season and that it will
take the best effort from everyone on the team to place higher
than last year. And, obviously,
she wants to be able to contribute to the team's success in any
way she can.
"We have a pretty good team
this year," she said. "Our biggest
Strength as a team is that we all
Ifinislil at relatively the same
time. We have a nice pack |near
the front of the fieldl."
Despite all of the setbacks
the past two seasons, Powers
has an opportunity in the
final three meets to reach her
own personal goal. She wants
to complete a race she can be
happ) with, knowing that she
gave 100 percent, and to basically have no regrets after the
race ends.
Coach Cami Wells said if anyone on the team can do that, it

deficit.
But Willie Geter couldn't
haul In the kick. Luckily, as
the ball slipped through
his hands, it miraculously
bounced directly into Barnes'
hands. He only managed a 4yard return, but it did up quite
the drive.
From their own 26-yard line,
the Falcons drovedownfield and
won the game on Sheehan's 9yard scamper with 5 seconds left
in the game.
Speaking of Sheehan. he
would do all in his power to
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Monday - Sunday
10/12/09- 10/18/09
990 Mini
Hot Fudge Cake
Dine-in, drive-thru,
or carry-out.

Big Boy & Fries
Just $3.75
Drive-thru &
carry-out only.

Make Any
Sandwich
A Combo + $1.80
Dine-in only.

Combo = sandwich, fry,
soft drink. No substitutions.

Tuesday 10/13/09
with adult meal
purchase 1 for 1.

L'.l

All day TAiesday
dine-in only.

Saturday & Sunday
10/17 & 10/18/09
Weekend
Breakfast Bar
$6.45
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make sure Barnes is on his team
instead of his coach's during that
game on the intramural fields,
lie too knows the value Barnes
brings to any team he's playing
for.
"I can't say enough about him."
Sheehan said. "He's a special
player. One that's not going to
come around college football too
often."
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would be Powers.
"Barbara is a very positive,
hard working person and a
great teammate," Wells said.
"Through all her illnesses and
injuries, every time she worked
her way back and continued
to stay positive. It shows her
toughness,"
At this point in the season
Wells said Powers is back to
where she expected her to be.
Wells expects her to be a topfive runner for BO heading into
the last three meets of the season.
Ready to compete alongside
her teammates at full health
Saturday, Powers said she really got to know her teammates
while spending so much time
with them on long runs now
that she is healthy.
"This season lias been the
most fun," she said. "We've
spent a lot of time together
even though I haven't run
much."
Powers and her teammates will compete at 10:45
a.m. Saturday in Bowling
Green at the Falcon Invite
held at Forrest Creason Golf
Course

BOWLING GREEN
LOCATIONS.

Each of the suits on a deck of cards represents the
four major pillars of the economy in the middle ages:
heart represented the Church, spades represented
the military, clubs represented agriculture, and
diamonds represented the merchant class.
A
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"Through all her illnesses and injuries, every
time she worked her way back and continued
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While you were out

While students enjoyed their fall break Falcon athletics
were still in full swing both at home and on the road

WOMEN S HOOPS
Roos gets two-year
contract extension
Associate head coach
Jennifer Roos has received a
two-year contract extension
that now runs at the same
length of head coach Curt
Miller. Roos has been with the
Falcons since the 2001 season
and runs the Falcon defense
in addition to serving as the
recruiting coordinator. With
the extension, both Roos" and

Friday
4:00 PM Women's Soccer
game against Ohio kicks off
at home.
4:26 PM Katelyn Turner
heads home a corner kick
to give BG an early 1-0 lead
over the Bobcats.
5:45 PM Regulation time
between BG and Ohio comes
to an end with the score tied
at 1-1.

Millers contracts now run
through June 30.2015.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.

6:10 PM Neither team can
score in the extra session as
BG settles for a tie with Ohio
after double overtime.

gives volleyball their first
point of the match against
Ohio on kill assisted by
Allison Kearney.
7:37 PM Josh

The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

Today in
Sports History
1985-JoeNamath'sNo.
12 is retired by the New York
Jets.
1979-WayneGretzky

Sunday

3:36 PM Roger Williams returns the
opening kick off against Kent State
for 33 yards.

1:00 PM Opening kickoff between BG and Akron
starts for women's soccer.

3:47 PM Kent State scores on an
87-yard double reverse on their first
offensive play of the game.

2:41 PM
Colleen
Kordan
scores on a
penalty kick
to give BG
a temporary
1-1 tie with
Akron.

4:57 PM Half time at Kent State. BG
leads 17-14.
6:31 PM With BG trailing 35-23.
Freddie Barnes takes a slant pattern
45-yards for a touchdown, and breaks
four tackles in the process.
6:47 PM Tyler Sheehan caps a 14
play, 74 drive with a 9-yard touchdown
run to give BG a 36-35 lead.

Monday
9:00 AM BG's golf team
tees off to start the 2009
University of Cincinnati
Bearcat Invitational.
1:17 PM Barnes picks up
more honors one day later,
as he is name MAC East
Player of the Week

2:45 PM Akron scores a
late goal to claim the 2-1
victory over BG at the soccer field.

4:41 PM In addition to
his honors from the MAC.
BGSU Athletics creates
a Web Site for Barnes at
www.freddiebarnes.com

Tuesday

7:01 PM Kaitlin Jackson

www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter

Saturday

Boyd takes
the opening
face off for
the Hockey
team against
Minnesota
State-Mankato.
8:22 PM Volleyball's 3-0 loss
to Ohio comes to a close.
9:58 PM Kyle Page scores
BG's second goal of the hockey game with two seconds
remaining.
9:59 PM The hockey team
drop to 0-1 on the season as
Minnesotta State takes home
the 3-2 victory.

6:50 PM Kent State's last second hail
mary falls incomplete. BG wins their
first conference game this season.

Day 2 of
the Bearcat
Invitational
tees off with
BG's Drew
Preston tied
for the individual lead.

7:07 PM Referees in Minnesota drop
the puck to open the second hockey
game between BG and the Mavericks.
8:20 PM Volleyball's match with Kent
ends with a 3-0 Golden Flash victory.
8:44 PM The second period in
Minnesota comes to a close with BG
trailing 2-0.

L™1

9:00 AM

7:00 PM Also at Kent State, the
volleyball team opens their second
match of the weekend.

5:47 PM After his recordbreaking performance
against Kent State,
Freddie Barnes is named
the national wide receiver
of the week.

9:10 PM Josh Boyd scores BG's lone
goal of the hockey game.

No matter
the place,
Barnes
makes the
catches

*1*

4:24 PM BG's golf team
finished the Bearcat
Invitational in fifth place.
Preston also gets fifth
Individually.
7:00 PM Volleyball opens
their match with Cleveland
State at Anderson Arena.
8:24 PM Volleyball match
ends; see story below.

If the Falcon football team
were ever to RCI together with
their coach and play a friendly
game of football on the intramural fields, Dave Clawson
knows what player he'd want
when teams were getting
divided up.
"If I was playing backyard
football, I'd want Freddie
[Barnes] on my team," Clawson
said.
And why not? It's not like
l»'s a reliable target or anything like that.
The senior receiver has
pretty much led the nation in
receptions the entire season,

creating a consistent, reliable target for senior quarterback Tyler Sheehan for the
first time in his career, which
has helped bolster'his stats
as well.
Fresh off a 22-catch, 278yard performance against
Kent Slate Saturday, the
current
Mid-American
Conference Bast Division
Offensive Player of the Week
is now gaining national attention because he leads the
nation with 75 receptions and
772 yards. That's a lot better
than two games ago against
Ohio when he looked like
BG's own Terrell Owens after
dropping a potential game
tying catch.
It was a nice change nt pace
for HO's barn burner — who
was averaging just K.:i yards
See COLUMN Page 7

9:27 PM Hockey game comes to
close with a final score of 4-1 in favor
of the Mavericks.

scores his first career NHL
goal.

Taking a look back at 1959:

1968-The San Diego
Padres and Montreal Expos
each select 30 players in the

Broncos fall victim to Falcon onslaught, 34-0

expansion draft.

The List

mances from the weekend:

1959 BG Football
Schedule

1. Freddie Barnes:

BG AT MARSHALL

In a busy weekend for BG
sports we take a look at the
top five individual perfor-

The senior wide receiver

BG WINS 51-7

fell one short of the NCAA
record for single game recep-

CHDISTIHAMCGINHIS ' M BGNfWi

SO CLOSE: Ales Zlab.s tails to play the ball against Cleveland Stale

BG AT DAYTON

tions, but still set Falcon
records for receptions, yards,
and touchdowns

2. Tyler Sheehan: While
Barnes was the MAC East
player of the week. Sheehan
also had a career day throw-

loses to
Cleveland State

ing for 505 yards and then
running for the game winning
score with seconds remaining.

3. BG Goalies: Nick
Eno and Andrew Hammond
both took losses but combined to stop 69 of 76 shots
they faced this weekend.

4. Katelyn Turner:
She scored the lone goal for
the women's soccer team on
Friday in a 1-1 tie with Ohio.

5. Allison Kearney:
In BG's loss to Kent State.
Kearney posted a doubledouble with 11 digs and 25
assists.

By Chris Sojka
Reporter
Kaitlin lackson knows the BG volleyball team needs to merely find
a way.
She had no trouble finding
her way last night, but it was not
nearly enough as Cleveland State
swept the falcons :t-0 (25-23, 2523,25-21) at Anderson Arena.
lackson, who had a team-high
13 kills, is still staying optimistic,
even though lit, has lost II in a
row.
"f he good thing about our team
is that we're staying positive,'' she
said. "With all these losses, we are
just coming up a little bit short.
It's never a blowout, we're always
right there."
lackson is right about that —
they always are "right there."
In the opening set. the falcons
had several nice leads, but as
usual, they still had trouble put
ting away balls when it mattered

Kaitlin
Jackson
Had 13 kills in the
loss to Cleveland
State.

BG WINS 14-0
WESTERN MICHIGAN AT BG
BG WINS 34-0
TOLEDO AT BG
10/17/59
BG AT KENT STATE
10/24/59
MIAMI AT BG

most. After having a lead of five a
couple times throughout the set,
it looked like they were going to
pull off a win.
But as soon as BG had a lead,
the Vikings strongly responded
and were right back in the game.
In the second set, the only lead
the Falcons saw was at 5-4. After
that, they were playing from
behind the entire set and couldn't
find a way to get back ahead.
They did make a run for it,
though. After being down four,
they made it 23-24, but couldn't
finish it off.
See VOLLEYBALL | Page 8

10/51/59
AT SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
11/7/59
DELAWARE AT BG
/14/59
NAT OHIO
11/21/59

Bowling GfMI ran, paused, and
kicked Its wBy to a 34 O victory
over Western Michigan before an
estimated MM Homecoming (an*
Saturday. The victory, coupled
with Miami's lot.- at Kent State,
placsd the Falcons in a first place
MAC 'ii- w.th Ohio University.
Each team han « 2-0 conference
lecyid.
Dl-H-UVn Tallies

Western Michigan drove from
its own 34-yard line tp the Bowling, (Jreen 37 after the opening
kickoff, but was forced to kick.
Henry Mugg putitod out of bounds
on the 17. Dob Colburn directed
the Falcons oa a vicious ground
assault which 14 playa later resulted in a score by Jerry DianUka
from two yard* out. On the 83yard touchdown march, Chuck
Comer provided the big gainer
with a 23 yard sweep of right end
from BG'a 46 to the Broncos' 8*.
Chuck Ramsey's conversion made
the score 7-0.
Ramsey booted a short kickoff
and Wll took over on its 47. Oatting nowhere, the Broncoa were
forced to punt. With Roger Klicman, RUM Hepner, and Jim And
rews doing moit of the lugging,
thi- Falcons moved to Western's
49 as the quarter ended.
With a third down situation, Colburn hit Tom Colaner for a first
down on Will 37. Colburn was
tackled for a 7-yard loss on the
the next play, but two plays later
he brilliantly punted out of bound*
on Western's one-yard line.
Mosoa's First Seers
Western drove to the Fakon 49
before a 15-yard holding penalty
nullified some fine running by
Lovell Coleman. Two plays later
Mugg punted to Comer on the 10
and the shifty halfback returned
to the 82. Comer, Klicman, and
Bernle Casey moved the ball to
the Broncos' 88. Two completed
passes from Colburn to Casey
found the pigskin resting on the
16, from where the fleet and
powerful Casey balled bis way to
Lag 7. AUtWpeiaU J1U washsassWK
ad a 16-yard penalty, moving the
ball back to the 21. From the 21.
Colburn tried two passes. The second was completed, to Hefner on
the 8. With third end goal to go,
Colburn threw a bull a eye to Clarence Mason for the score. Ramsey
agsin converted and the score was
14-0.
With less than one minute retraining in the half, Dave McClam
passed to the elusive Mason for a
■10-ysrd touchdown play. Bamsey'iconversion attempt was wide, and
Bowling Green led 20-0 at half-

time. The drive was sparked by
the runninK of Jim Andrews.
Western kicked off to Dianiska
to open the second half. Casey.
running wide, went from the seven
to the Falcon 46 in a thrilling dc
monstratlon of maneuverability.
Hepner and Casey carried to the
Western Michigan 34, before Colburn decided to pass. He hit Hepner on the 19. and Casey on tho
12. Colburn swept on a keeper to
the 8. and then gave to his fullback Dianitka. who in two line
smashes was over and the score
wait 28-0. ('olhurn'a pass for conversion was complete, but short of
the goal line.
Uae b fcubbora
Western Michigan drove from
its own 12 to the four on the next
sequence of plays, only to run into
a stubborn Falcon goal-line stand.
Ramsey and Glen Fitch threw Lovell Coleman twice, after a first and
goal situation on the four. Ed
Chlebek's third down pass was incomplete and. on fourth down.
Jerry Cruft broke through from
his defensive tackle position and
tossed quarterback Don Seekell
for a six-yard loss to the 10.
Bowling Green moved the ball
to the IS and then Fitch punted
beautifully to the Western 20.
Coleman gained* nothing on the
return. The Broncos ware penalised half the distance to the goal
Hoe on the kickoff. which put the
ball on the 8. With fourth down
and one, the visitors gambled, but
Ray Kwiatkowski and Joe Spilew
ski rose to the occasion and knocked Coleman down for a one-yard
loss. But the Falcons were unable
to rash in on this opportunity,
fens Bitmeses Fiaal TO
Bowling Green scored once more
in the fourth period under the leadership of Jim Potts. Al Junloo and
Hepner carried from the Falcon
38 to the Bronco 38, then Potts
snesked for s first down on the 86
«nd passed to Mason for the rest
of the distance. Bowling Green
lad 84-0 after Bob Reublin ran for
the two points. Coach Doyt Parry
-thwrflefred hi- baidC" "
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Editor's Note: This is a reprint
from the Oct. 12,1959 issue of
The BG News. This is the thud
in a nine week series where we
will republish the recaps from
the undefeated 1959 Falcon
football team.
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A minor setback
unner recovering from injury in time for MAC Championship
By Brad Frank

\s .1 result she didn'i run in
lid's first two I.IIIS ol the sea
son. hoi sin- ran in the lona
Meet of Champions alter completing one workout before
it. Nonetheless, she said her
hamstring fell good during the
race, finishing 87th overall out
ol 186 runners in her first meel
of 2009.
"It was nice just to gel hack

Rep

HIGH HOPES:

, has high expectations lor both herself and her team this season.

20 Questions with
Alyssa Zuccaro
By Angclo Vclotta

The BG News caucjht up with sophomore Alyssa Zuccaro. a forward on the
BG women's soccer team, for 20 questions.
The Falcons are currently 4-6-1 on the season, but are looking to get better
both as a team and as individuals.
The Falcon team, like any team. Is comprised of several talented and unique
individuals and Zuccaro's life beyond the soccer field is just that.
1. Where are you from?
Mentor. Oh,o
2. What's your major?
AYA Mathematics (high school math teacher).
5. What's your favorite color?
Purple

Perhaps the hardest pan about
setbacks is knowing when
they're going to end.
lot junior Barbara Powers,
this season appears to be
the time when she will overcome a siiinj; DI setbacks thai
plagued her career, she is
currently recovering from her
second collegiate hamstring
injury and is hoping to recovei
in time tor the Mid Vmerii an
Conference
championship
nun.

out there and compete," she
said. "I wasn'i happ) with how
I ran, but I wasn'i discouraged
because I was just trying lo gel
out there and see how it was to
race again.'

two weeks later, Powers ran

In 2007, Powers made an
instant impact lor Hi >. In hei
first collegiate meet she placed
lniiiih overall in a dual meet
with Toledo.
But Powers said her sopho
more season was frustrating.
She hud bronchitis for awhile
and then pulled her ham
string two week-, before the
MAC championships, finish
inn last on the team in 83rd.
I his season, with a hit more
experience and another sum
met of training, Powers was set
to have another impactful sea
son for BG. But before the sea
son she pulled her hamstring
again.
She tried to run through the
injury for a couple more days
until she realized it was going to
require her to sit out for a while,
only to be setback again aftei
she l bought she had reco\ ered.

in the open raceal die All-Ohio
Championships in Delaware.
Ohio.
she placed fourth and was i he
first Falcon to finish she had no
issue with her hamstring and
said she was in about the besl
shape she could possibly be at

thai point
lid hosts the F-alcon Im ite
Saiurdaj I he meel is her lasi
c ham e lo lace at lull Strength
during competition before
the M V. Championships on
i ii i ;i reams ai the falcon
Im ite are allowed to race as
main runners as ihey want, as
opposed to othei meets when'
the number ol runners is Inn
ited.
I in jusi looking forward
to gelling back to running
with all the girls, Powers
said.

4. What's your favorite food?
Being 100 pccert Italian. I m going to have to go with spaghetti.

COLUMN

5. If you could be an animal for one day what would it be?
A kangaroo.

From Page 6
6. What's your favorite junk food?
Ice cr.■■■!'

on his 53 receptions before
the game — as he seemingly
became lid's own terry Rice
'List week I let us down, so
this week I fell like I had to
step it up." Barnes said aftei
the game.
And step up he did. breaking his own school record
for receptions in a game
and selling a new school
record for receiving yards
in a game, breaking Robert
Redds record of 21S yards
from 2001.

7. What song do you listen to before a game to get pumped?
There are a couple Heart of a Champion. Eminem s Till I Collapse."
Kanye Wests "Stronger." Lil Waynes "The Sky's the Limit"
8. What's your favorite sports team?
Cleveland Cavaliers
9. What's your favorite moment from on the field?
Scoring.' . •■ •
. | .-, ., 1PFW
10. What are your goals for the season?
Individually, fo become player of the ye^r [As a team] win the MidAmerican Conference.

I |ust gave ail the credit to
dod reallj because without him,
I wouldn't be able to do any ol
that." Barnes said. I jusi kept
thanking Him."
Barnes probably especial
ly thanked I Inn before the
game winning dine when
the true play ol ihe game
oc c lured.
Miei the defense held Keni
Stale to a three-and-oui with
jusi ovei three minutes left in
the game, the flashes had to
punt, giving the I alcons plenty
ol time 10 erase their live-point

Through all her illnesses and injuries, every
time she worked her way back and continued
to stay positive. It shows her toughness."
■

This season the team has
made it a go*.il to finish higher
than lasi year because it was
disappointed with a last place
finish Ihe team thought a lopthree finish was well within its
reach.
Bowers notes thai there are a
lot of good teams in the conference this season and that il will
Like the best effort from everyone on the team to place higher
than last year. And, obviously.
she wants to be able to contribute io the team's success in any
waj she can.
We have a picttv good team
I his j ear." she said. 'Our biggest
strength asa team is that we all
finish at relatively the same
tune We have a nice pack |near
the front ol the fieldl."
Despite all of the setbacks
the past two seasons. Powers
has an opportunity ill the
final three meets to reach her
own personal goal. She Wants
to complete a race she can be
happy with, knowing thai she
gave ion percent, and to basically have no regrets after the
i.ice ends.
Coach (ami Wells said il anyone on the team can do thai, il

deficit.
Bui Willie deter couldn't
haul in the kick. Luckily, as
Ihe- ball slipped
through
his hands, ii miraculously
bounced directly into Barnes'
hands. He only managed a 4yard return, but ii did up quite
the drive.
From their own 26-yard line,
the Falcons drove downfieM and
won the game on Sbeehaiis •)
yard scamper w Ith 5 seconds loft
in the game-.
speaking ni Sheehan, he
would do all in bis power to

"Twenty-two catches and

12- When you're not playing soccer what are you doing?
Studying or hanging with my friends and family
13. What's your favorite TV show?
"Brothers and Sisters"
14. What's your favorite movie?
"Coach Carter" and "Freedom Writers"

17. What's your favorite holiday?
Halloween.

20. Least favorite chore to do?
Anything involving cleaning up after my dogs

fire*fone

Dine-in only.
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Kids 10 & Under
EAT FREE
with adult meal
purchase 1 for 1.
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Saturday & Sunday
10/17 & 10/18/09
Weekend
Breakfast Bar
$6.45
Available regular
breakfast bar hours.
Regular price $7.50.
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"I can't say enough about him."
Sheehan said. He's a special
playei One that's not going lo
come around college football too
often.'

Drive-thru &
carry-out only.
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Big Boy & Fries
Just $3.75

Each of the suits on a deck of cards represents the
four major pillars of the economy in the middle ages
heart represented the Church, spades represented
the military, clubs represented agriculture, and
diamonds represented the merchant class.
A
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instead of his coach's during that
game on the intramural fields,
lie too knows the value Barnes
brings to any team he's playing

Dine-in. drive-thru.
or carry-out.

showed several different coverage schemes in trying to stop
Barnes, especially in the second half when he was lined up
all over the field.
Bui it didn't seem lo mailer if Barnes was lined up on
the right, left or in the nexl
Zip code, be found himself
open.

19. When did you start playing soccer?
Four years old

make sure Barnes is on his team

*

Cl.iwson said kent Stale

18. Who's your hero?
My mother. Marlene.

Course.

Monday - Sunday |
10/12/09- 10/18/09
990 Mini
Hot Fudge Cake

they will carefully walcb game
film from lid's losses to BoiseStale and Ohio, the only nines
Barnes has been limited to
fewer than io catches ibis season.

16. What's your favorite restaurant in BG?
Cookie Jar

"This season has been the
most fun," she said. "We've
spent a lot ol tune together
even though I haven't run
much."
Powers and her team
mates will compete at 10:45
a.m. Saturday in Bowling
Green at the Falcon invite
held .it I orresi (reason doll

%%$\
J

the pass, hut if they are smart

15. What's your favorite fruit?
Strawberries

that she is healthy.

BOWLING GREEN
LOCATIONS.

L'7K yards. I've never seen
numbers like that, and it's
not like people don't know
we're going to throw the ball."
Claw son said. "I can't wail to
see the coverages we see next
week."
The lalcons travel to Muncie.
hid., lo face Ball State (0-(i)
Saturday. The Cardinals are
lllh in the MAC at slopping

11, What's your favorite season?
Fall I m with the te.im playing SOCCI .dur-

would be Powers.
Barbara is a very positive,
hard working person and a
great teammate," Wells said.
"Through all bc-i illnesses and
injuries, every time she worked
her way back and continued
to slay positive. Il shows her
toughness."
Al Ibis point ill Ihe season
Wells said Powers is back lo
where she expected her lo be.
Wells expects her lo be a topfive runner for lid heading into
the last three meets of ihe season.
Heady to compete alongside
hei teammates al full health
Saturday. Powers said she real
ly got to know her teammates
while spending so much time
with them cm long runs now
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GOING UP: Kaitlin Jackson gets one of her li kills agdinst Cleveland Stale

VOLLEYBALL
From Page. 6
"Thai's terrible, that's terrible,"
coach Denise Van De Walksaid to one of the referees after
a couple bad calls.
She wouldn't blame the set
on the officials, but did admit
they were very inconsistent
throughout the match.
In the final set, the Falcons
had a few leads at limes, but
again were unable to hold onto
Ihem.
Overall, VanDeVVallethought
the offense played well.
"This was a pretty good offensive night for us," she said. "A
couple things we let mentally
break down. We still need experience and the only way you
can gel that is by playing and
playing and playing."
lackson knows in this challenging time for the learn they
absolutely can't get down on
themselves.

"This is Division I athletics,"
she said. "You just caul afford
lo get down on yourself. You
always have to stay posilive,
always have lo stay hopeful il
you want a chance of turning
the season around."
The Falcons didn't win a set
last weekend as they wereswepl
by both Ohio and Kent State.
Allison Kearney had 25assists
and seven digs, Kmily Kaulh
had a team-high nine kills and
Noelle Spitler added four blocks

in BG'sloss.
With a Centennial Cup point
on the line, BG was swept by
Kent Slate, 25-18,25-21.25-20.
The Flashes hit .374 on the
night. The Falcons' Kaitlin
lackson and Shari Luther had
nine kills apiece, with no attack
errors, either.
Kearney ended up with a
double-double, posting 25
assists and 11 digs.
Friday, Eastern Michigan will
head lo Anderson Arena for a 7
p.m. match.

SPORTS
BRIEF
Rugby forced to play
Purdue on smaller field
The Falcon rugby team was forced to play
without their main advantage this weekend
against Purdue - their quickness
The game was moved to a smaller Md
because of heavy rain during the past
week, limiting the number of long passes
BG could make in a 41-0 win against
Purdue
The BG A-squad remains undefeated
on the season with a record of 6-0 The
Falcons will take on Indiana at home
Saturday at 1 p.m. at the College Park
Rugby Field
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HPV Fact:
It is estimated
that each
minute in the
US, there is a
new case of
genital warts.

SHARI: Stan Lithe* goes up for a kill against Cleveland Stale.

DIG: Luther attempts to dig a Cleveland State attack

There's something you can do.

Visit your campus
health center.

TEXAS HOLD EM
TOURNAMENTS

TRIVIA

Proceeds benefit the Wood County Humane Society

Oct 17th and 18th
Saturday 17th - 1 PM $25 w/rebuys
6 PM $50 w/rebuys
Sunday 18'" - 2 PM $75 no rebuys
Held at the Fraternal Order of Police lodge
located on the Wood County Fairgrounds at
13800 W Poe, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Follow posted signs from entrance.
CASH TABLES OPEN AT 11AM EACH DAY
FOOD AND DRINKS AVAILABLE
MUST BE 18 and ha
valid identification at this fivn
For more information please visit
www LMAKi. S i om WCHS htm
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BGSU

Folklore has it that BGSU has
a ghost on campus. "Amanda
the ghost" haunts what
sorority house?
A Phi Mu
B. Gamma Phi Beta
C. Chi Omega
0. Delta Gamma
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WASHINGTON
BRIEFS
House would extend
parents' health
plans for kids
WASHINGTON - House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi says the
House health caie overhaul bill
now being finalized would allow
young adults to stay on their parents health insurance policies until
they're 27
Most insurance plans let kids
remain on their parents policies
while they re in college.
Pelosi says the provision in the
House bill would help those who are
out ol school, looking for work or
are part time employees.
The provision is based on Rep
Kathy Dahlkemper's legislation.
Dahlkemper says 51 percent of
people ages 19 to 29 don't have
health care coverage.
The Pennsylvania Democrat says
there is "a clear and urgent need" to
cover young adults.
The Congressional Budget Office
has not assessed how much the
provision would cost.

AP analysis: where
things stand with
health care overhaul

SOURCES

White House hosts
Fiesta Latina with
music and food

Iraq vets at
treatment plant
asked to get exam

Obama EPA releases
Bush-era global
warming finding

WASHINGTON (AP) - Last
night's Fiesta Latina concert at the
White House wasn't just a chance
to showcase Latin music. The White
House brought in guest chef Maricel
Presilla to help tell the pan-Latin
story through finger food

WASHINGTON-Si. years after
nearly 1.200 US. soldiers in Iraq
were potentially exposed to a sometimes deadly chemical linked to cancer, the military and Veterans Affairs
Department have been tracking
them down and asking them to get
a medical exam.

WASHINGTON-A controver
sial e-mail message buried by the
Bush administration because of

Presilla. chef and co-owner
of Zafra and Cucharamama. two
restaurants in Hoboken. N. J.. said
every item on the evening's menu
was chosen to showcase some
aspect of Latin culture, from the
Cuban roast pork that is a nod to
her own heritage to the Puerto
Rican pasteles that she prepared
in honor of new Supreme Court
Justice Sonia Sotomayor. who was
born in New York to Puerto Rican
parents.

The troops were protecting or in
the area of workers hired by a subsidiary of the contractor. KBR Inc..
based in Houston, to rebuild the
Iraqi water treatment plant Oarmat
All near Basra. Iraq The chemical
was sodium dichromate. and it had
contaminated the area
In June. The Associated Press
chronicled the health problems of
the soldiers who had served at the
site Sickness with symptoms ranging from chest pain to lung disease
and even death among troops who
served there have been blamed on
exposure at the site

Even the "age of discovery" hot
chocolate carried a message, harking back to a drink prepared for
Mayan and Aztec royalty.
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its conclusions on global warming
surfaced yesterday nearly two years
after it was first sent to the White
House and never opened
The e-mail and the 28-page
document attached to it. released
yesterday by the Environmental
Protection Agency, show that back
in December of 2007 the agency
concluded that six gases linked to
global warming pose dangers to
public welfare, and wanted to take
steps to regulate their release from
automobiles and the burning of
gasoline
The document specifically cites
global warming s effects on air
quality, agriculture, lorestry. water
resources and coastal areas as
endangering public welfare.
- Dina Cappiello (AP)

- Kimberly Helfling (AP)

- Ann Sanner (AP)

By Erica Werner
and Julie Hirjchfeld Davis
1 he Associated Press
A top-to-bottom remake of the
U.S. health care system along
the lines sought by President
Barack Obama moved a step
closer to reality yesterday as
the Senate Finance Committee
approved a 10-year. SB29 billion
plan that would extend coverage to millions more Americans
and seek to hold down spiraling
health costs over the long term.
The Finance Committee was
the last of five House and Senate
panels with jurisdiction on the
issue to act on health overhaul
legislation. Here's what happens next:

IN THE SENATE
Majority Leader
Harry
Reid, D-Nev.. must merge the
Finance Committee bill with a
more liberal version passed by
the Health, Fducation. labor
and Pensions Committee, the
panel formerly led by the late
Sen. Fdward M. Kennedy, D-

Mass.

The real female maverick in GOP: Olympia Snowe
By Laurie Kellman
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Forget Sarah
I'alin. The female maverick of
the Republican Party is Sen.
Olympia Snowe.
The 62-year-old. moderate
Maine lawmaker voted yesterday for a Democratic health care
bill, breaking with her party
and giving a major boost to
President Barack Obama's drive
to expand coverage to millions
of Americans.
"Is this bill all that I would
want? Far from it." Snowe told
her colleagues on the Senate
Finance Committee. "But when
history calls, history calls."
Snowe had kept virtually all
of Washington guessing how
she would vote, not even letting Obama. Senate Majority
Leader Harry Keid, D-Ncv., or
Finance Committee Chairman
Max Baucus of Montana
in on her secret. She did call
her Republican leader, Mitch
McConncll of Kentucky, yesterday morning to break the news
about her plans.
When she did speak publicly in committee, she caught
Washington's attention.
"The status quo approach has
produced one glaring common
denominator, that is that we
have a problem that is growing
worse, not better," she said in
explaining her support for the
bill.
There was much relief in
Democratic ranks when she
finally said, "Aye," and the bill
was approved 14-9. For months,
Obama had pursued her support
in phone calls and meetings.
Snowe could be the Democrats'
(iOth vote required to overcome
Republican objections to the bill
and give the final version the
barest quality of bipartisanship.
In brief remarks in the White
House Hose Garden, Obama
thanked Snowe for her "political courage and seriousness of
purpose."
Republicans have for weeks
grumbled about punishing

Snowe should she vote "yes"
at any stage of the lengthy
process. One option long discussed: denying her the coveted senior Republican scat
on the Senate Commerce
Committee.
The best they could do publicly yesterday was to make
clear that she told them her
decision before the Democrats
found out and to keep communication open with her. Snowe.
after all, might well be the sole
Republican negotiator at the
table when Reid hashes out a
final measure for a Senate vote.
If so, she represents the GOP's
best chance at winning votes
on changes they want.
But Snowe signaled that this
could he a one-shot deal.
"My vote today is my vote
today. It does not forecast my
vote tomorrow," the third-term
senator said.
Not so, said Sen. Pat Roberts,
R-Kan.: "Trust me, trust me: A
vote for this bill will be a vote
for that bill."
Breaking with her party
is a role Snowe has played

many times, from her vote for
Obama's $787 billion economic
stimulus bill to her defiance of
then-President George W. Bush
on a bill to provide health are
to millions of uninsured children.
Snowe also was one of the
"Gang of 14" Democratic and
Republican senators who
resolved a standoff over judicial nominations.
In Maine, former Gov.
Angus King, a political independent, compared Snowe's
decision to the late Republican
Sen. Margaret Chase Smith's
"Declaration of Conscience"
speech in which she called for
the nation—and her own party
— to reject McCarthyism.
"This is a vote of conscience
and a vote of concern for her
constituents and concern for
the country. And I think it took
plenty of courage," King said.
"I don't think it's possible for
any of us to fully appreciate the
pressure she's under and has
been under to vote with her
Republican colleagues.
Said Maine Democratic Gov.
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The Finance bill does not
Include such a so-called public
plan, while the health commit-;
tee's hill does.
Democrats control 60 Senate
votes, but the) rant be certain ot support Irom moderates such as loc I ieberman of
Connecticut and Ben Nelson of
Nebraska. So Reid will he courting moderate Sen. olympia
Snowe of Maine, who was the
lone Republican to vote for the

Senate Finance Committee bill,
If not others in the GOP.
Under the Senate's arcane;
procedures. If 60 votes appear
out of reach Democrats have
the option of pursuing a parliamentary maneuver called,
"budget reconciliation'' thai
would allow them to pass the!
health care bill withasimple5l4
vote majority. Thai would likely*
result in a weaker bill since
non-budgetary items could be
ruled out of order.

IN THE HOUSE
Speaker Nancy Pelosi. DCalif.. and other Democratic
leaders have been working
for weeks to combine bills
approved by three committees
over the summer. Pelosi has
been struggling to satisfy the
concerns of moderate and fiscally conservative Democrats
in her caucus — who include
some of the most politically vulnerable lawmakers in the 2010
midterm elections — without
alienating liberals.
Disputes base centered on
the shape of a new government
Irisurance plan that would compete with the private market,
Pelosi's plan to pay for t he hi II by

taxing high-income Americans
and regional disparities in
Medicare reimbursements.
Disagreements also center on
language preventing federal
funds for abort ionsand keeping
illegal immigrants from getting
government funded coverage.
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John Baldacci: "She wants to move
health care forward, she wants to be
part of the solution."
Snowe may face a rough time
with her Republican colleagues in
the Senate but not necessarily in
fiercely independent Maine.
"I don't think there's any possible
negative political implication," said
Sandy Maisel, director of Goldfarb
Center for Public Affairs at Colby
College in Waterville, Maine. "She is
untouchable electorally in the state
of Maine."
Editor's note: Associated Press writers David Sltarj) anil Glenn Adams
in Maine contributed to this report.

Reid will do the work in
closed-door sessions with
Senate Finance Chairman Max
Baucus. I)-Mont., and Sen.
Chris Dodd. D-Conn.. who presided over the health committee in Kennedy's absence. Key
White House aides including
Chief of Staff Rahm Fmanuel
will be in close consultation.
Reid will face numerous
crosscurrents as he aims to
produce a bill that can attract
60 voles in the 100-niember
Senate, the number needed to
overcome a Republican filibuster. A key question is whet her he
includes any version of a provision to allow the government
to sell insurance in competition with the private market,
something that's supported by
liberals but viewed skeptically
by some moderate Democrats,
and uniformly opposed by

Republicans,
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♦SWEETEST DAY SPECIAL*
4 Special Day set aside just lot the Sweet people in yout life!
You Moke me Jump for Joy
$26.95
This spunky green (rog is hanging onto a green
ase tilled wiih While Gerbs & mini Cams.
With you - I'm all Smiles
j 19.95
White daisys and yellow gerbs (ill this fun
smiley mug
Foiling tor you!
$14.95
We've lucked a fresh bouquel of llowers mlo
a fall colored bud vase & topped il all with a
smiling scarecrow!
US S. Man SI. | Dwmtovwi BG1419 / 352-63951 Mn&tOwttJ*

JOHN NEWLOVt REAL ESTATE, INC.
One and Two Bedroom Apartments, Duplexes &. Houses
Available for immediate occupancy.

Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30-4:00
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OPEN
LATE
UNTIL
3am!!
Thursday-Saturday

2 Large £§■ OO
Cheese *?P^ ^ ^
Each
i Pizzas
i
1

Expires Nov. 14, 2009
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CIRCLE K LOCATION
TO CLOSE ON FRIDAY
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The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by
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1 Dog's dogs?
2 Utah city
3 Sandwich seller
w
4 Seasons, as fries
5 Hedonistic fellows .
"
6 Maze scurrier
fH;' 12
7 Scratch (out), as a living
■■.
*'* ■
8 Sentence ender
in
9
Payment from a contestant
"
*
^H'"'
10 Tackle box item
■■
tllfl '
11 It sells a lot of build-it-yourself furniture
41
1
12 E-mail command
39 Altar attendants
■■ i
13 Swirling current
40 Aunt Bee's grandf)))M
18" on first?"
nephew
i»
"
tllfl '
22 Desert Storm ration.
41 Most destitute
for short
43 Tie settlers, for short
■■bU
SI ■
24 Mutton fat
46 "_ voyage!"
b*
59
M M
■■
IT
25 Explosive compound 47 Game often played
26 Grain husks separated
with a 24-card deck
., is "i
in threshing
48 Make absurdly easy,
27 Lab dish inventor
with "down"
,
...
28 G sharp's equivalent
51 Novelists' creations
52 Letter-to-Santa item30 It's not fiction
ization
31 "Snowy" wader
"
32 Stops bleeding
53 Totally enjoying
54 Clear the snow
33 Conical residence
35 Shelter for roughing it 55 Attached with thread
57 Taj Mahal city
49 "The Waste Land" poets
Pea holders
58 "Woohoo, the weekGet ready for surgery
monogram
end!"
Beethoven's "Fur _
50 Made a mess of
59 Being, to Caesar
Geometry product
52 Mouth the lyrics
62 "La Cage _ Folles"
Victoria or Geneva
56 White Rabbit's cry
63 Wahme's gift
Zapped in the microwave
60 Arm of the sea
Hydration trom underground
61 House majority leader of the
ANSWERS
Prevailing tendency
early 1970s
64 "Uncle Tom's Cabin" author
Horseshoer's workshop
3 S N .'A 0 1
-AH set!"
65 Has regrets about
3 i V S
»
M O i S
Excuse designed to elicit sniffles
66 Baseball Hall of Famer
s 1 b 1
s 3 n
Speaker
s 0 o 0 o
-i » ■ 3 1 N 1
Busy pro in Apr.
Thunder on a radio show, e.g.
67 Cousins of hamlets
1 1 w 1 n '
D N A S d 1 3
d n a ~ n 0 1
Test the weight of
68 Leave the stage
1 w i 1 " 3 i i i u 0 1 1 1 i
To this day
69 Not tagged m time
3 1 3 1 1 3 d 0
0 N V b 1
Bird on a dollar
| i s V 3 3 i V
d 0 H 0 3 N
Minimally
1 j 3 H
3 1 0 V 3
11 3 A
Undiversified, as a farm
1 3 3 J i 3 a N n O s
V d £,
Old French money
A a O 1 s fl O s
Uncover, poetically
a
3
H
* V U ••i i ■ A 1 1 H s
Head of France?
a N 3 U 1 HM 1 J. v M 1 3 3 M
In a rage
O 3 X n N
3 » i -<■» 3 H V
3 S 1 i 3
a 0 d
if
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COURTNEY STELLAR I THE BG NEWS

CLOSINGS AND OPENINGS: This Friday, the Circle K convenience store located at 425 E. Wooster St. will be closing permanently. The
store will be divided in hall, one side being a Domino's Pizza, and the other a carry out These new businesses will open in early November
Eventually, a Marie's Tacos will be added to the back of the store; however, it will not bt opened until January
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Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Post Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information
Limited Ultrasounds
Material Assistance

Classified
Ads

419-372-6977
The BG New* vrtll noi knowingly accept
advertisement* tli.n discriminate, or encourage ditcrtmination against any individual or
group on tin' I'.IMS of race. MX, color, creed.
religion, national origin, setual orientation,
disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis
of any other h-gally protected status.

COURTNEY STELLAD I THE BG NEWS
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The BG New* reseives (lit- right to decline,
discontinue or reslse any advertisement
such as ibotv (ound lo be dclaiiuiiuiy. UcL
log In factual basis, misleading or false in
nature. All advertisements are NtyM to
editing and approval
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Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional.
441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5). Fn (10-1)

Please call for an appointment

Personals

For Rent

Conversation partner: senior male
faculty member seeks native Spanish speaker with lots to say for conversation practice. Call 372-7898.

2 bdrm apt low as 499.00.
2 blocks tr univ, also 1/1/10 - 2 apts.
EH + Rms low as S225
Cartyrentals.com/ 419-353-0325.

Help Wanted

All new kitch cabs & tile floors, quiet
2 BR duplex, kitchen/dinette, living
rm. S450/mo Call 419-654-5716.

•BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174

Apt. avail, immediately. 1-4 people,
sub-lease to 4/30/10. near BGSU.
$470/mo, call 419-271-0365.

STUDENT WORK
$14 25 base-appl. flex hours,
training provided, gain experience in
customer sales/service, all ages 18*.
call 419-740-7299 ASAP!

Now already signing 10-11 sy leases
many more houses and apis avail.
Cartyrentals.com 419-353-0325.
www meccabg.com
Mecca Management. Inc.

419-353-5800

HPV Fact:
Your boyfriend
can't get
screened for
HPV—the virus
that causes
genital warts.

TAROT CARD READINGS
SOLVES ALL PROBLEMS AND ANSWERS ALL QUESTIONS

$10.00
NGS

I'.

Ki

CALL FOR APPT. 567-278-1 508
/* "")
AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES
fc^XI/ —'/^ ,7) JY/

1

THE
TANNING: 1 Week Free

NEW CUSTOMER SPECIALS
•ONE TIME PURCHASE ■

CENTER

j

32 Rooms Available!!

'THE HEAT
904 E. Woosler
419-352-3588

5 beds, 1 booth
closest lo campus

• S0UTHSI0E LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
5 bads. 2 booths
419-353-8826
appt. available
^THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Main
17 beds. 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appt. needed

TanningCenterBG.com

BG1CARD

• ManOara ■ Oo» Prtjn>,r"

^ &C, w i9ao

Use your package at any ol our locations

2wmFl$5M

Tan for as low
I as $15 a month
1
"CALL FOR DETAILSI erto* C*'0 requred • 3 montn mftTMr

j LOTIONS
]

UP TO

40% Off
i

EVERYDAY!

VILLAGE

APARTMENTS

* Apartments Available *
• Minutes from BGSU *
* Pet friendly community *
* Gas included *
SPECIAL RATES
FOR OCTOBER!
Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green
• Prohsiional tquitlrian facility and riding academy sinci 1982 •

There's something you can do.

Visit your campus
health center.

U LESSONS

U 0RGANIZATIN0AL EVENTS

U TRAINING

U WORKBOOKS

U CREDIT AND NON-CREDIT COURSES

419-35a-6335

IVYWOODAPTM
2 Bdrms./Studios

U WEB BASED DISTANCE LEARNING
We work with many different colleges.
Coll us to register.
Near BGSU
Private patio/entrance

O MERCK
Copyright O 2009 M*rck & Co.. Inc.
All ngnti raMrvtd. Printed In USA.

hpv.com
20O04324(52;-0ftt»-QnO

Union & Washington St.
Cygnet, Ohio 43413

Extra storage
Pets welcome
Short-term leases available'

sandersonstables.com
info@sandersonstables.com

419-352-7691

419.655.2253

EHO
cormorantco.com

